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This thesis discusses the Sachs-Wolfe effect, which is the variation in the observed temper-
ature of radiation emitted at the last scattering surface which occurs at the place where 
matter and radiation decouple at about 4000 degrees Kelvin. The work is in two parts, 
with the first part dealing with extensions made by George Ellis, Chongming Xu, Bill 
Stoeger and myself to the paper by Miroslaw Panek [13] where the gauge invariant for-
malism of cosmological density perturbations by James Bardeen [1] has been used to find 
the SW effect in the case of a perturbed Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) 
universe with a barotropic equation of state describing the matter in the unperturbed 
·case. In our work we extend the example given by Panek for a fl.at universe (K = 0) filled 
with dust where the density perturbations are adiabatic, to the case of non-fl.at universes 
(K = -1, 0 + 1) filled with a mixture of N types of matter where the density perturba-
tions are nonadiabatic. The second part shows the agreement between the formalisms of 
Sachs and Wolfe's pioneering paper and the recent work of George Ellis and Marco Bruni 
which presents the study of cosmological perturbations in a gauge invariant and covariant 
way. 
After the overview of the work covered in this thesis, the gauge invariant formulation of 
Bardeen is discussed where we follow the description by Panek of a universe whose energy 
content is described by a mixture of N ideal fluids coupled only by gravity. From the 
Einstein equations we get Bardeen's evolution equation for the gauge invariant energy 
density perturbation which is now given for the N different matter fluids as it appears in 
Panek. We then checked Panek's equations where he finds an expression for the placing of 
the perturbed last scattering surface, after which he derives an equation for the fractional 
temperature variation and writes it in terms of the perturbation variables. The equation 
. found by SW for their particular choice of K = O, pressure free dust, where the last 
scattering surface is placed at its unperturbed position, is verified in terms of the Bardeen 
formalism. Now we extend this simple case to nonadiabatic perturbations in the same 
scenario and find the SW effect for a mixture of two fluids: dust and radiation, with 
nonadiabatic perturbations in a not necessarily fl.at universe. We then generalise to the 
case of a mixture or baryons and radiation and N types of matter. This section then 
ends with a calculation of the difference between temperatures taken from two different 
directions in the sky and is written in terms of the fractional temperature perturbation 
iii 
defined by Panek. 
The second part puts forward the formulation of the gauge problem by Ellis and Bruni 
(EB), and then writes out their gauge invariant quantities in terms of the SW variables. 
Their evolution equations are verified in this form, and the shear and vorticity determined 
as well. Now all of the EB cosmological quantities are listed for the special gauge that SW 
use and then we explore the relation between the SW metric and that of Bardeen before 
ending off by verifying that the form for the redshift in the EB approach is in agreement 
with that given by Panek. 
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-Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The theory of cosmological density fluctuations has now come fully into its own after 
an uncertain formative period and shows a number of approaches of varying complexity 
and application. With the advances made by COBE (Cosmic Background Explorer) in 
finding anisotropies in the CMBR at a level of 15µK, limits are placed on models of 
the universe and support is given for the Inflationary and Cold Dark Matter (CDM) 
scenarios. Fluctuations on the angular scales of 10° to 90° have been found which can 
be accounted for by no causal processes in standard cosmology and whatever the size of 
· the perturbation, its brightness is the same as predicted by inflation. As well as this, 
there has not been enough time for the fluctuations detected to form into galaxies if the 
universe is made solely from baryonic matter, and this suggests perturbations growing in 
some other kind of matter which interacts only gravitationally with baryons and photons 
while they are still coupled to each other. It is known that the early universe was filled 
with an ionised plasma where radiation was absorbed by the free electrons and could not 
travel far; but several hundred thousand years after the Big Bang when the temperature 
had dropped to about 4000 K, protons, neutrons and electrons combined to make atoms. 
Atomic hydrogen, which does not absorb radiation well, became the predominant form of 
matter and the photons escaping into space are what we see today, highly redshifted, at 
2.736 K. 
In the relativistic theory of perturbations we come across the notion of 'gauge'. Unfor-
tunately, we cannot use Newtonian theory since primordial density fluctuations are of 
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superhorizon scale in the early universe, over which no causal contact is possible and a 
gauge ambiguity consequently arises. For a gauge choice we choose a mapping between 
the real, perturbed spacetime and the unperturbed background spacetime. From a cos-
mological quantity defined at a point in the perturbed space, subtract the value that it 
has at the associated point in the background; then the amplitude of the perturbation in 
that quantity has been defined for that point. Now change the mapping while keeping 
· the coordinates of the physical space fixed and you change the gauge, and therefore the 
amplitude of the perturbation. 
The notion of gauge invariance developed at the outset of the theory, when a gauge was 
chosen to simplify the perturbation equations and where confusion in interpreting the 
physical meaning of the variables gave incorrect predictions from a correct framework. 
We now discuss the historical background and the physical premises of the theory of 
density fluctuations. 
The Microwave Background Radiation 
The isotropy of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) is the best reason 
cosmologists have for using the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) models as 
a good approximation to the observable universe. The inhomogeneous structures observed 
today are a result of the growth due to gravitational instability of small primordial density 
fluctuations [18] (Peebles 1980), where the density perturbations that produced the large 
scale structures were either present from the beginning and simply determined by some 
initial condition of the universe, or produced dynamically through the evolution of the 
universe. To calculate these small inhomogeneities of the CMBR fluctuations, one needs 
to know the dynamics of decoupling and this is discussed in a well known paper [14]. The 
study of the propagation and source of the inhomogeneities that form the galaxies and 
galactic dusters is the study of relativistic perturbation theory. It begins with a small 
density fluctuation exerting a gravitational attractive force on the surrounding matter; 
this would result in an exponential growth of density perturbations, but in an expanding 
universe this contraction is countered by the expansion, with the end result being a power 
law growth. For fluctuations on scales larger th<!-n the horizon at decoupling, it is assumed 
that decoupling occurs instantaneously. This is because the distance that photons can 
travel is shorter than the characteristic length of the perturbation, 21r / k, and so cannot 
influence the CMBR. If the fluctuations necessary came about after the recombination 
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of hydrogen at about T "' 4000K, then their characteristic scale would be well within 
the Hubble radius where relativistic effects are no longer important, and the analysis 
could continue with Newtonian theory. Unfortunately there is no mechanism to allow the 
localization of energy density on the scales of clusters of galaxies after the recombination 
time and is mainly due to the slow speed of sound that limits the domain over which the 
matter energy can be distributed. Perturbations bigger than the Hubble radius at the time 
·of decoupling give rise to galaxies and galactic clusters and we now discuss what occurs 
when baryons coupled to radiation cross the horizon around the time of recombination (7]. 
Baryonic perturbations grow under their own gravity when they cross the horizon after 
recombination; but if on the other hand they cross before recombination, then as the 
baryons are still coupled to photons by Thomson scattering, there is an effective pressure 
against the force of gravity. When these fluctuations are smaller than the Jeans mass, 
which is comparable to the horizon size before recombination, they oscillate; those on the 
smallest scale, in a process known as Silk damping, dissipate away before recombination 
as photons diffuse out of the perturbation. After decoupling this pressure disappears; the 
Jeans mass falls off quickly and the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) scenarios are invoked. These 
allow the baryonic matter to fall into the potential wells of the CDM perturbations which 
are unaffected by Silk damping. Now the problem with perturbations on superhorizon 
scales is that one must necessarily use a general relativistic theory and the presence of 
gauge freedom now introduces the possibility of spurious gauge modes dominating the 
physical significance of the perturbations. 
The notion of gauge invariance 
The association of points in the unperturbed spacetime with those of the perturbed space-
time is the gauge choice. If the points in the background are fixed and a new association 
is made with the perturbed space time ( a new gauge choice is made ), then the difference 
between the values of a cosmological quantity defined in the two different spaces will in 
general change. An exception is a field defined as a constant scalar. In the background, 
if a scalar takes the value A, and in the real, perturbed spacetime the value A', then the 
difference between any two points one might care to choose from the two spaces simply 
remains constant and so the choice of gauge is irrelevant. We quote a lemma by Stewart 
and Walker (1974) [17] which gives the criteria that must be satisfied for a perturbation 
to be gauge invariant, but first recall that the effect of a gauge transformation induced by 
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an infinitesimal vector field ~ on a tensorial quantity T in the perturbed universe equals 
the Lie derivative of the background value To of T along ~ [2] : 
I I 
T = T + CeTo => 6T = 6T + CeTo, I Ce To = 0 => 6T = 6T . (1.1) 
From this follows the Stewart and Walker lemma: perturbations to a background quantity 
To will be gauge invariant iff To is: (1) a constant scalar, or (2) vanishes, or (3) is a linear 
. combination of products of Kronecker deltas with constant coefficients. 
The background before Bardeen 
The pioneering work on general relativistic perturbations in Friedman-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker models is that of Lifschitz [9], and is extended by Lifschitz and 
Khalatnikov [10] with corrections. Their analysis was correct but misinterpreted by 
authors considering the generation and growth of density perturbations. They used 
the synchronous gauge to write their equations, which were then too complicated 
to allow the elimination of unphysical gauge modes. Hawking, in his attempt to 
eliminate the gauge modes [6], bases his analysis on the gauge dependent density 
contrast 8µ/ µ;but his analysis of gravitation waves is correct as the Weyl tensor and 
its electric and magnetic parts are gauge invariant. His formulation deals with the 
perturbation of the curvature tensor and avoids any explicit mention of the metric 
tensor. This was extended by Olson [12] in 1976 free from gauge modes; but in the 
case of radiation, there is some ambiguity with the gauge as he gives a choice of initial 
time t0 which gives a gauge dependence. Meanwhile in 1967 Harrison [5], using a 
·longitudinal gauge free of gauge modes, derived equations for density perturbations. 
Nariai [11] (1969) derived the perturbation equation in the comoving gauge and free 
from gauge modes, which was extended by Sakai [16] who investigated the evolution 
of density perturbations under various gauges. 
The papers of Bardeen, Kodama-Sasaki and Panek 
Over the past fifteen years new methods for studying linearized gravitational per-
turbations have been developed, particularly the gauge invariant approach which we 
follow here. The first fully gauge invariant theory of cosmological perturbations was 
due to Bardeen [1](1980) and gives a more general analysis of the inhomogeneous 
version of the equations governing the density perturbation, as well as dealing with 
vector and tensor perturbations. Based on the Bardeen approach, Kodama and 
Sasaki [8] (1984) gave an analysis of multicomponent fluids and scalar fields, and in 
4 
. 1986 Miroslav Panek [13], also using the Bardeen formalism, calculated the varia-
tion in temperature of the radiation emitted from the last scattering surface across 
the sky for a multicomponent fluid. He gives a particular example of the pressure 
free dust case with K = 0 and finds that in the adiabatic case he is in agreement 
with the expression given by Sachs and Wolfe [15] in their pioneering paper of 1967. 
The key result in the Sachs-wolfe (SW) paper is their calculation of the first-order 
perturbation in the redshift in a K = 0 FLRW background. This is taken to be 
the temperature anisotropy of the CMWBR as measured by observers (Sachs-Wolfe 
effect). They ignore any variation in the placement of the .last scattering surface as 
well as any change in temperature on it. 
The work in this thesis 
The factors that contribute to observed anisotropy in the CMBR are: 1) fluctuations 
in the temperature and position of the last scattering surface, 2) density fluctuations 
in the intervening spacetime which perturb the geodesics along which the photons 
travel, and 3) peculiar velocities of either the observer or emitting atoms at last 
scattering which give a doppler temperature shift. This is written in terms of the 
redshift factor 1 + z, 
T bT _ TEo+6TE 
Ro+ R- l+ ZEo {1 + ZEo) 2 ' {1.2) 
where R and E designate reception and emission respectively, and 0 denotes the 
value taken in the unperturbed universe. 
For the work presented in this thesis we follow the approach of Panek and use his 
placing of the surface of last scattering. This uses the model of decoupling where 
·the emission of radiation occurs on the hypersurface of the constant density of free 
electrons, nb, that couple to photons by Thomson scattering. This density is a 
function of the local temperature Ts, and the density of baryons Eb, and so for 
a general perturbation the hypersurface of emission is neither the hypersurface of 
constant temperature nor that of constant baryon density as is the case with Sachs 
and Wolfe. 
In particular we make extensions to the form that Panek derives for the Sachs-Wolfe 
effect in the case of a dust filled universe with K = 0 and adiabatic perturbations to 
the energy density. Here he finds himself in agreement with the prediction in the SW 
paper where they have an unperturbed last scattering surface and no temperature 
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variation at the LSS. Even though Panek has a constant temperature and baryon 
density at decoupling, since the density perturbations are adiabatic, he does not have 
the LSS's position unperturbed, and so there is an apparent variation in temperature 
across the LSS which he then considers irrelevant by showing it to be dominated by 
a similar term in the temperature variation arising from the perturbed geodesic. 
Here we change the definition that Panek gives for the temperature of reception 
in the background and give one that seems, to us, more obvious and easier to 







which varies across the sky and uses it to calculate the temperature variation in the 





. and which yields a gauge invariant expression that is written in gauge invariant 






which gives a similar expression for the temperature variation calculated by Panek. 
We find that the difference between the two temperature variations using the dif-
ferent definitions of TRo, is a single gauge invariant variable which implies that the 
temperature variation here is gauge invariant as well. The new quantity is more 
easily calculated and we will use it for the estimation of the difference between the 
temperature received from two different directions. Here our calculations diverge 
from his, and so we begin by rederiving Panek's equations with our new definition 
for the background temperature of reception, and after finding a different result for 
the general expression of the Sachs-Wolfe effect, we continue with the particular ex-
amples that he demonstrates and see that this new definition gives the same results 
as he has for the adiabatic case. We now consider the gauge invariant difference in 
temperature between two different directions in the sky which is easily determined 
·by experiment; we then express it in terms of the two fractional temperature per-
turbations defined above, where we find that the second one that we use (equation 
5) produces a simpler result. 
Following this, a non-adiabatic perturbation in the energy density, x( T ), is defined, 
which is only dependant on time and which is shown to be gauge invariant. Now 
6 
the expressions for the perturbed temperature and baryon density are found to be 
explicitly dependant on x as are the definitions of the temperature variation given 
by Panek in terms of the two different definitions of TRo· The temperature variation 
is then found for this new case of non-adiabatic perturbations; this is followed by 
a study of non-adiabatic perturbations in the two component dust-radiation model, 
with K = 1, 0 or -1 . Finally, we extend the previous case to N non-interacting 
fluids with dust and radiation as two of the components and the constraint that 
they have barotropic equations of state in the background. 
· In the second part of this work, we sketch the gauge invariant and covariant formu-
lation of Ellis and Bruni [4] (EB) with their geometrical approach to the theory of , 
density perturbations, express their gauge invariant quantities in terms of the SW 
variables and verify their evolution equations in this new form. The SW gauge then 
gives several relations between the EB covariant, gauge invariant variables which can 
now all be written in terms of their gauge invariant fractional energy density per-
turbation Va. The metrics of Bardeen and SW are now used to determine the gauge 
used by SW in terms of Bardeen's more familiar variables; we also write Bardeen's 
quantities in terms of the SW quantities and find that we rederive the agreement 
between Panek and Sachs and Wolfe. To end off, we verify that the redshift of 
the last scattering surface given by Panek is in agreement with the same expression 
written in the EB framework. An expression of the SW effect in the EB formalism 
has been found by H. Russ, M. Soffel, C. Xu and P.K.S. Dunsby and the paper in 











Here we develop Bardeen's formulation and give the notation used by Panek in his 
extension of Bardeen's work to a mixture of N perfect fluids coupled only by grav-
ity. This assumption is somewhat limiting as he demands that the stress-energy be 
conserved for each of the fluids, and not only the fluid as a whole. In the work of 
Kodama and Sasaki [8], and Dunsby, Bruni and Ellis [3], the more general case is 
considered; but for the sake of simplicity, we use the work of Panek. In the next 
section, the background quantities and equations are outlined and scalar harmonics, 
which are solutions of the scalar Helmholtz equation, are introduced. The third sec-
tion gives the perturbations of the metric tensor and the energy-momentum tensor 
and their interpretation, as well as the definition of the entropy perturbation. In sec-
tion 4 the general gauge transformation is introduced and the trasformations of the 
scale factor, the metric perturbations and quantities associated with the perturbed 
stress-energy are given. The following section 5 discusses the choice of gauge and 
the different choices possible. The last step of constructing suitable gauge invari-
ant variables and their interpretation follows in section 6, with the evolution of the 
perturbations derived from the Einstein equations and the conservation equations. 
9 
2.2 Preliminaries 
The background FLRW metric is 
(2.1) 
with a, /3, ... = 1, 2, 3 and where 39 0 /3 is the metric tensor of a three-space of constant 
spatial curvature K. 
3 a f3 dr
2 
2 2 
9a/3dx dx = K, 2 + r df!2 , 1- r (2.2) 
in which df!~ is the metric of the 2-dimensional Euclidean sphere. The curvature 
tensor of this 3-space has Riemann tensor 
3R Y"( 3 3 3 3 ) af3-y6 = f\., 9a-y 9/36 - 9a6 9/3-y • (2.3) 
The scale factor S( T) describes the volume expansion of the background as a function 
of the conformal time T. A vertical bar I denotes the covariant derivative of a three-
tensor (defined only in terms of the spatial coordinates) with respect to 3g0 /3 and a 
semicolon is the covariant derivative with respect to the full metric 9ii of the physical 
spacetime. 
As the background is FLRW the energy-momentum tensor of the background takes 
the perfect fluid form 
(2.4) 
with i,j, ... = 0,1,2,3; a= 1,··· ,N, and where Eao(r) and Pao(r) are the energy 
density and pressure which depend only on time, and Uai = (s-1 , 0, · · ·, 0) . For 
these quantities the particular fluid being dealt with is indicated by a subscript 
which in some cases is put in brackets to distinguish it from the spacetime indices. 
The energy density and pressure are related by the following equation of state for a 
barotropic perfect fluid in the background 
(2.5) 
In the physical universe we have the more general case of 
(2.6) 
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where Sa is the entropy density. Now as the energy-momentum tensors of the un-
perturbed universe are those of N non-interacting perfect fluids at rest with respect 
to the above coordinates, the only nonzero components are 
(2.7) 
By non-interacting we mean that each fluid component satisfies the background 
conservation equation with vanishing interaction source term. In the background 
the time evolution is determined by the field equations 
1 N 




(S / S)2 = 3S2 L Eo - K , 
a=l 
(2.9) 
and the conservation of energy density 
. . 
Eao = _3s. 
Eao +Pao S 
(2.10) 
where S= dS/dr, and K = -1,0,1 which correspond to open, flat, and closed 
-universes respectively and the units are chosen so that c = 87rG = 1. 
We will deal here only with perturbations that transform as spatial scalars in the 
background spacetime and neglect discussion of the vector and tensor perturbations. 
It is possible to separate the time and the spatial dependence in the perturbation be-
cause of the homogeneity and isotropy of the background. The spatial dependence of 
the perturbation variables is given by solutions of a generalized Helmholtz equation 
with the scalar harmonics, Q(xµ), solutions of the scalar helmholtz equation 
(2.11) 
where the wave number k sets the spatial scale of the perturbation relative to the 
comoving coordinates.From the quantity Q, Bardeen defines the vector 
(2.12) 
and the traceless, symmetric, second-rank tensor 
-2 1 3 
Q a/3 = k Qla/3 + 3 9af3Q • (2.13) 
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2.3 Perturbations of the metric tensor 
The conformal factor S2 is removed from the metric tensor components before defin-
ing the perturbations. Bardeen defines 
900 -S2(r)[l + 2A(r)Q(xµ)], 
900t - -S2 B( r)Qcx(xµ) 
9cx{3 S2{(1+2HL(r)Q(xµ)] 39cxf3(xµ) + 2HT(r)Qcxf3(xµ)}, 
and up to first order we have 







A is the amplitude of the perturbation in the lapse function. This is the ratio of the 
proper-time distance and the coordinate-time distance between two neighbouring 
constant time hypersurfaces. 
Bis the amplitude of a perturbation in the shift vector which is the rate of deviation 
of a constant space-coordinate line from a line normal to a constant time hypersuface. 
HL is the perturbation amplitude of a unit spatial volume, and 
HT represents the amplitude of the anisotropic distortion of each constant time 
hypersurface. 
It is understood that each of the quantities A, B, HL and Hr has a distinct value 
associated with different wave numbers k, and that an equation presupposing har-
monic analysis sums implicitly over all k. 
The rest frame is the frame in which the energy flux of the fluid 'a' vanishes and U~ 
is the four velocity of the rest frame of the fluid 'a' relative to the coordinate frame. 
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The three velocity associated with U! is denoted by 
and to first order, UaiU! = -1 gives, 
u~ = s-1 [1 -AQ]. 
The components of the perturbed energy-momentum tensor are 
where the variables are interpreted as: 
Sa is the amplitude of a density perturbation in the fluid a, 
7rLa is the amplitude of an isotropic pressure perturbation, and 
7rTa is the amplitude of an anisotropic stress perturbation, 
From the equation of state the fractional pressure perturbation is given by 
aP aP 








and the entropy perturbation is defined to be the difference between the fractional 
pressure perturbation and that expected from the background pressure-energy 
density relation, i.e. 




7/a(r)Q = as Ss' 
( 
_ Eao dPao S ) Q 
'1r£a P. dE a 
aO aO 






2.4 The general gauge transformation 
In scalar perturbations the most general gauge transformation is given by the 
coordinate transformation 
and 
x0 = x0 + L(r)Q0 (x"'), 
with T and L arbitrary functions of T. 
We know that the changes in the metric tensor are found from 
a-k 8 -1 




and can see that the scale factors in the different coordinate systems are related by 
the first order Taylor series expansion 
S(r);..,, S(r)[l + (S /S)TQ], 
and the transformation of the three-spaces of constant curvature are 




The quantities used in the metric perturbations transform as . 
A - A- T -(S /S)T, 
B B+ .i +kT, 
HL - HL - (k/3)L - (SI S)T 
and 
HT= HT+kL. 











. ;,:•' .. ' 
,J,, / ~~-:t....;:.:. ">ti,,~_.:.,,_,_........._ • ,. 
and the energy density perturbation changes by 
8a = 8a + 3(1 + Wa)(S /S)T, (2.42) 
while the isotropic pressure perturbation becomes 
- 2 . 
if La= 1r'£a -T Pao/ Pao= 1r'£a + 3(1 + Wa) Csa SST. 
Wa 
(2.43) 
To conclude we state that the amplitu~e of the traceless part of the stress tensor 7rT 
is gauge invariant. 
2.5 Gauge choices 
One now has a choice. In the application of gauge theory one often wants to fix the 
gauge to interpret the results and compare them with observational data, or simply 
to set the initial conditions of the perturbation variables; The usual way of doing this 
is to impose conditions on the form ofthe metric tensor and/or matter perturbations. 
For example, when working with the formation of galaxies and galactic clusters, one 
follows through from the early linear fluctuation stage to the more recent non-
linear stage. And here the relativistic linear perturbation theory is well suited to 
th_e early stages where the density fluctuations have small amplitudes but their 
scales are larger than the horizon. In the late stage there are pronounced density 
perturbations, and the various dissipation processes are now accounted for by non-
linear treatments: ·and so Newtonian_ theory is more appropriate for the analysis as 
the scales are now much smaller than the horizon size; It is .then best to choose 
a gauge for the early treatment that_ will agree with the later Newtonian analysis. 
There is no gauge in which the evolution equations of perturbations become simpler 
than the gauge invariant equations and in this work we are interested in the geodesic 
equations for light rays in perturbed universes, so we do not impose a gauge to 
simplify the equations; but we will mention a few of the different types of gauges 
for completeness. 
To 'set the gauge', as it were,. one, must fix the time coordinate and the space 
coordinates and this requires two relations between the g~uge i11vari_ant variables. 
The choice of time slicing of the perturbed spacetime is determined by the gauge 







xa + L(r)Qa(xµ) 
is expressed only in term of T( r ). 
For example, if one of the two following equations: 
A= A- T -(S /S)T' 
and 
v-B=(v-B)-kT(r), 





Now that one has a time slicing the next step is to eliminate the spatial coordi-
nate freedom by requiring that a quantity, whose gauge transformation involves L, 
vanishes and we have only to look to B, v, HL and HT for simple examples. 
Some typical gauge specifications: 
1. Proper-time slicing: A = O. 
Here the proper time distance along the normal vector between two neighbouring 
hypersurfaces coincides with the coordinate time distance between these hypersur-
faces. This condition does not completely specify the time slicing and leaves a gauge 
freedom parameterized by an arbitary constant and a gauge mode now appears in 
the density variation ba. 
la. Synchronous gauge: A= B = 0 
This is the most commonly used of the proper-time slicing gauges. The space coordi-
nates are specified by choosing the lines on which the space coordinates are constant, 
orthogonal to the constant time hypersurfaces. Here it is found that B = 0 leaves a 
residual gauge freedom, but the synchronous gauge was used quite a lot in the early 
literature and caused problems e.g. Lifschitz [9], and Lifschitz and Khalatnikov [10]. 
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-lb. Comoving proper-time gauge: A= v = 0 
This restricts the residual gauge freedom to 
L ={3 (2.48) 
where f3 is an arbitrary constant. 
2. Velocity-orthogonal slicing: v = B 
v - B represents the deviation of the matter velocity from the vector normal to the 
constant time hypersurfaces and in this gauge the matter 4-velocity is orthogonal 
to the constant time hypersurfaces. This gauge completely eliminates the gauge 
freedom associated with the time slicing. 
2a. Comoving time-orthogonal gauge: v = B = 0 
The gauge freedom here is also expressed by equation ( 48) in the comoving proper-
time gauge. 
2b. Velocity-orthogonal isotropic gauge: v = B, Hr= 0 
There is no residual gauge freedom in this gauge. 
3. Newtonian slicing: (1/k) Hr -B = 0 
This eliminates the gauge freedom in T. 
3a. Longitudinal gauge: B =Hr= 0 
Here the residual gauge freedom is expressed by the equation in the comoving proper 
time gauge. 
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3b. Comoving Newtonian gauge: B = (1/k) Hr, v = 0 
The gauge freedom is the same as in the Longitudinal gauge 
4. Uniform Hubble slicing: -A+ (SI s)-1 H L +(1/3)(S I S)- 1kB = 0 
For this slicing the perturbation in the volume expansion rate of the constant time 
hypersurfaces vanishes. 
2.6 The construction of gauge invariant variables and their 
evolution 
We continue with the foundations of the gauge invariant theory for scalar perturba-
tions and list the gauge invariant quantities constructed by Bardeen from the above 
variables representing perturbations in the metric and energy-momentum tensor. 
For a full discussion of the gauge invariant quantities see Bruni, Dunsby and El-
lis [2]. Bardeen now constructs the quantities 
q>A A+ - B +--B - - HT+- HT 1. 1s 1 (·· s. ) 
k ks k2 s . 
(2.49) 
1 lS IS· 
HL+3Hr+k 5 B-kS Hr 
(2.50) 
1 . 
VSa = Va - k HT , (2.51) 
and for the gauge invariant energy density perturbation he has either 
(2.52) 
or 
· 1s( 1.) 
Ega = 6a - 3(1 + Wa)k S B -. k HT (2.53) 
The gauge invariant matter 'velocity' Vsa can be interpreted in terms of the shear 
of the matter velocity field since for scalar perturbations in the first order the only 
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non-zero components of the shear tensor are 
(a) ( . ) U 0t{3 = S HTa -kva Q0tf3 • (2.54) 
It can then be shown that the time dependence of the rate of shear associated 
with the perturbation is the velocity amplitude vsa, divided by the proper reduced 
wavelength S / k. 
Equations (52) and (53) are chosen by Bardeen as two obvious possibilities for the 
gauge invariant measures of the density perturbation. He obtains them by combining 
the energy density perturbation ha with other gauge-dependant quantities and finds 
that fma, is a natural choice from the point of view of the matter. The condition 
that the matter world lines be orthogonal to the r is constant spacelike hypersurface 
is expressed by Va = B and so·fma will reduce to 8a for this gauge. Bardeen finds 
that fga measures the energy density perturbation relative to the hypersurface whose 
normal unit vectors have zero shear. This is due to the fact that B is the three-
velocity amplitude of the world lines normal to the r = constant hypersurface and 
that for zero shear we have HTa= kva. In Bardeen's analysis he focuses on fma as it 
acts as the source of the gauge invariant potential in the Einstein equations, and the 
equations governing the dynamics of the matter are more physically transparent. 
Bardeen uses the zero shear hypersurface to give physical meaning to <I> H and <I> A. 
In a gauge where each constant-r hypersurface has normals with zero shear i.e. 
B - t iI T= 0, Bardeen finds that the above quantities become 
A (2.55) 
(2.56) 
and so <I> A is now the lapse function (the amplitude of the spatial dependence of the 
proper time intervals along the normals between two of the neighbouring zero-shear 
hypersurfaces that have been invoked). Bardeen writes the intrinsic scalar curvature 
of a zero shear hypersurface, to first order, as 
'Rzero shear= [6I< + 4(k2 - 3J<)<I>HQ]/S2 ' (2.57) 
and so in this sense <l>H is a 'curvature perturbation'. He then continues by say-
ing: "sufficient conditions for the global perturbations of the spacetime geometry 
to be small are <I>AQ ~ 1, <I>HQ ~ 1, but these are not necessary since other 
hypersurfaces may be less strongly warped by the perturbation". 
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The entropy perturbation T/a is also gauge invariant. To find 
- 1 - - -2 -
T/a = -:-(Wa'lrLa - Caaha) , 
Wa 
(2.58) 
we substitute equations (42) and (43) and use the fact that Wa = wa, and Cja = Cja 
to zero order, to obtain 
T/a = 
2 • • 
1 ( ( ( ) C Sa S ) 2 ( ( S - Wa 7r La + 3 1 + Wa - ST - C Sa Da + 3 1 + Wa) ST)) 
Wa Wa 
T/a . (2.59) 
The evolution of the perturbations is derived from the Einstein equations, 
2(k2 - 3K) <P 
52 H (2.60) 
(2.61) 
and from the conservation equation T~j;i = 0 Bardeen gets (a=l, ... ,N) 
(Eao<.Sa). + 3{E.o: P,o)S
3 
{ [ ( ~) 
2 
_ ( ~) "] vs,+ k ~H +~k'vs,} 
(2.62) 
(2.63) 
And so to sum up, after stating the p~ysical properties of the background space-
time the perturbations of the metric tensor and the energy-momentum tensor are 
introduced. A general gauge transformation is then defined and its effect on the 
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scalar perturbations is given. The gauge invariant quantities were then constructed 
for these perturbations and given a physical interpretation before turning to the 
Einstein equations for their evolution equations. The different gauge choices were 
also listed but this was just mentioned for interest and completeness as the later 
work deals exclusively with the perturbation of light-like geodesics travelling from 
the time of decoupling in the early universe to observers today, and for this work 
the best description is the gauge invariant one which gives the easiest analysis. The 
next chapter applies Bardeen's theory to the problem of the CMBR as we rederive 
Panek's equations which give a gauge invariant expression for the observed fluctua-
tions in the temperature of the radiation emitted from the last scattering ~urface. 
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Chapter 3 
The derivation of Panek's 
equations 
3.1 Introduction 
Now the task is to find the variation of the temperature of the Cosmic Microwave 
Background Radiation (CMBR) across the surface of last scattering. The light 
emitted from the last scattering surface travels along the perturbed geodesics in the 
physical spacetime and picks .up a first order deviation in the redshift, which appears 
to observers as a variation in the temperature at reception. This has added to it the 
variation in the temperature of emission of radiation at the last scattering surface, 
and together these give what we refer to as the Sachs-Wolfe effect. 
In the perturbed spacetime the null-like geodesics are xi(,\), with ,\ the affine 
parameter. The null vector tangent to the geodesic is written 
ki = ~~i, ki = (11, P"'), kiki = 0 , (3.1) 
where 
11 = 0 11(1 - M), P"' = 0 P"' + 1 P"' , (3.2) 
and 0 11M and 1 P"' are the first-order corrections to the components of the vector 
ki. The total derivative with respect to ,\ is written as 
Dki . dxi 
k' . 
d>. = ; J d>. ' (3.3) 
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and the equation of motion for the null vector is then 
Dki dki ri kkk' . 
d>. = d>. + kl = 0 . (3.4) 
For the observed temperature of the CMBR we have 
TE 1 + z (3.5) 
where ubi is the four-vector of velocity of the observer at rest with respect to the 
baryonic fluid. A new parameter s(>.) is now introduced where the derivative with 
respect to s will be denoted _by a prime, i.e. ~ = M'. We have 
d>. 82 d 82 . d 8 2 [ a a ] 
ds = 8k ' ds = 8k d>. = 8k v 8T + pa axa (3.6) 
To zero ()rder this gives us 
o 8k 
v = 52, (3.7) 
where 0 pa is defined in terms of the spatial unit vector Ra in the direction of 
observation: 0 pa = - 0 vRa. The normalization °v = 1 is used to find solutions 
for the lightlike geodesics to zero order, and we have 
T TE +s, (3.8) 
xcx Rex (TR - TE - S) , (3.9) 
dRa 
3ra Rf3 J{Y (3.10) 
ds - {3""( ' 
where 
d_8 ROia· dxa ---- -, ROI - -- (3.11) 
ds 8T 8x0t - ds · 
In particular, for the emission event: s = O, 
for the reception event, s = TR - TE, T = TR, 
equations. 
T = TE, xE = RE(TR - TE), and 
xR. = 0. We now turn to Panek's 
3.2 The derivation of Panek's equation 29 
We now find M' as we will need it to calculate the observed temperature of the 
CMBR. Panek's equation 29 is 
M' =A Q + 2kAQaROt + ~BQ+ HL Q +(HT -kB)Qa{3ROt R{3. (3.12) 
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The 'O' component of the equation of motion gives an expression for M' and so 
the Christoffel symbols are required but firstly M' and Dk0 / d>. are written in a 








S 2 dM 
S'A d>. ' 
M l=]:_ dM Oz! d).. • 
The part of the energy equation used to derive M' is 




d[(l - M)°v] 
d>. 
0 dM fJ°v 
- v d>. + v fJr (1 - M) 
o dM o 2 o ( S)) - - v d>. + v(l - M) ( v -2 S 
o dM o 2 S) 
- v d>. + v ( 1 '-- 2M) ( - 2 S 
o dM o 2 S S ) 
- - v d>. + v ( -2 S + 4 SM , 
. . 
M 1 S MS 1 ro kk k' = -2 s + 4 s + Oz12 kl • 
The Christoffel symbols are now calculated from the metric written below. 
Metric: 
900 = -82(1+2AQ) 
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9
00 = -s-2 (1 - 2AQ) 













9et{3 = S2 [(l + 2HLQ) 39et{3 + 2HTQet{3] ' 
getf3 = S:...2 [(1 - 2HLQ) 3g0 f3 - 2HrQetf3] , 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 








The equation for null-geodesics, kiki = 0 gives a further constraint on M and 
together with the previous results will give the final form of M
1
• We write the form 
for ki and then derive ki ki. 
ko = gook0 + 9oetk0 (3.31) 
ko: = 9o:ok0 + 9o:f3kf3 (3.32) 
ki ki = k0 k0 + ket k0 (3.33) 
which gives, after substituting the metric and the null vector tangent to the 
geodesics, 
kiki = -S2(1+2AQ)( 0v(l - M)) 2 + (-S2 BQ0 )( 0pet + ·ipet) 0v(l - M) 
+(-S2BQet) 011(l - M)( 0P 0 + 1P 0 ) 





Returning to the equation of motion, we simplify the terms with the Christoffel 
symbols: 
. . 





_ ~ 3g0t{3 0 p0t Opf3 + ~ 3gaf3( Op0t Ipf3 + Ip0t Opf3) 
(3.40) 
which added together become, 
. . . . 
ri1kkkl = 0v2 (2~BQaJlOI + 2AQakROt + ~ - 2M~+ A Q + ~ 
+ ~2HLQ + ~2HrQaf3Ra Rf3 - kBQaf3Ra Rf3 + ~BQ 
. . 
+ ~ 3Yaf3( Op0t Ipf3 + Ip0t Opf3) . (3.41) 
A final form for M
1 




:--- 2M~+ A Q + 2~BQaROt 
+2AQakROt + -ffe;;2(-Rf3) Ipf3 
s s k 
+S2HLQ + S2HrQaf3JlOI Rf3 + 3BQ 
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where the underlined terms are equal to 
(3.43) 
. which vanish, and so we get Panek's equation (29): 
M' A Q + 2AQOtkROt - BkQ0t/3g:y R/3 
k . . /3 
+JBQ+ HL Q+ HT Qa/3R0t R · (3.44) 
Equation 30 of Panek gives an expression for the emission temperature divided by 
the temperature at reception, TE/TR. This will eventually be used to calculate an 
expression for the variation in the temperature of the black-body radiation emitted 
at the time of decoupling. 
3.3 The derivation of Panek's equation 30 
We begin with Panek's equation 25 
(3.45) 
where z is the redshift of the point of emission relative to the point of reception 
and Ubi is the four velocity of the observer at rest with respect to the baryonic fluid 
ignoring local gravity effects. To find the redshift we first find the component of the 
4-velocity in the ki direction. 
(3.46) 
The perturbation of the four-velocity of the fluid a, is 
uo 1 (3.47) 
5
(1-AQ), a 
ua 1 QOi (3.48) a - SVa , 
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which yields 
0v(l - M)(-S2(1+2AQ)) 1(1 - AQ) 
+ 0v(l - M)(-S2BQa)1 vbQcx . 
The second term is discarded as it is second order, and so 
-
0vS(l + 2AQ - AQ - M) 
pcx(-S2BQa)1(1 - AQ) 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
+Pa S2((1+2HLQ) 3gaf3+2HTQaf3]1 vbQf3 (3.51) 
which gives. 
0vS(-1- AQ + M) - ~BQaPa + ~ 39af3Qf3vbPa 
0vS(M - 1 ~ AQ + BQaRcx - vbQaRa). 




is used to find a form for the redshift using· M'. We will use the form already 
obtained for M
1
, differentiate all the terms in equation (54) and then write out kiUbi 
















dAQ . a . 
d;- A Q + kQaR A, 
- B QaRa - BQaj{JRa R{J 
. . k 3 {3 
- B QaR° - B(-kQa{J + 3 9af3)Ra R 
. {3 k 
- B QaW + BkQafJW R - 3vbQ . 





k;U., = - 0vS (1 - j {A Q + 2kAQ.R" + ~BQ+ ilL Q +(HT -kB)Q.pR" R"} ds 
+ J {A.Q+kAQaRa}ds- J {BQaR°+kBQa{3RaR{3-~BQ}ds 
+ J {vb QaRa + kvbQafJW Rf3 - ~vbQ} ds) 
- -
011S ( 1 - J [ kAQaR°+ HL Q+ (HT -kvb)Qa{3Ra R{J 
+~vbQ + (B - vb)QaRa] ds) 
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-
0vS (i - j [[iIL +~vb] Q-(vb -kA- B)QaRcx 
-(kvb- Hr)Qcx13Rcx R13 ] ds) , (3.64) 




OVR - 1· - ' 
o S'k_ 
VE= S2 ' 
E 
to get the final form 
Hence 
~= (1+ {!· · ·Jds) 
SR ( f R { [ · k l ( · · ) ex SE 1 + }E HL +3vb Q- Vb -kA- B QcxR 
- ( kvb- HT) Qcx13Rcx R13 } ds) 






With the null vector tangent to the geodesic, its equation of motion and the matter 
four-velocity, it is seen that Panek has derived an equation for the ratio of tem-
peratures at emission and .reception in the perturbed universe. He now continues 
by modelling a simple approximation for the details of recombination from which 
the perturbation to the volume expansion Sis obtained. This makes it possible to 
rewrite his equation (30) in gauge invariant quantities and from that find a gauge 
invariant form for the temperature fluctuations in the general case. In the next sec-
tion Panek's equation (34) is rederived which gives the perturbed positioning of the 
last scattering surface in terms of the energy-density perturbations of the baryons 
and photons. 
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3.4 The derivation of Panek's equation 34 
In Panek's model of decoupling the emission of radiation occurs on the hypersurface 
of constant density of free electrons that couple to photons by Thompson scatter-
ing. This is a function of the local temperature and density of baryons and so the 
hypersurface of emission is neither the hypersurface of constant baryon density nor 
that of constant temperature. The time of emission at a point occurs at the time 
TEo + ~T where the subscript EO signifies the moment of emission in the zeroth order 
and ~T is a function of the perturbations. 
We will now show that 
where 
D = [ f(dg/dT)T l . 
. (df /dEb)gEb E 
The density of free electrons at emission is denoted by neE , where 
from which we obtain 
neo 
~T = --. -8eQ, 
nea 
where 8e is a perturbation of electron density. 
In general 
The perturbations of the different quantities are: 
ne - nea(l + 8eQ) 
Eb - EbO(l + 8bQ) 
E-r - E-ro(l + 8-yQ) 














where, with the use of the Stefan-Holtzman law, 
E-y = aT4 , 
we find, to first order 
and therefore 
E-yo(l + h-rQ) - aTi(l + hTQ)4 
- aT~(l + 4hTQ), 
The perturbation in the electron density is written as 
f(EbO)(dg/dT) ITo TohTQ + g(To)(df /dEb) IEbO EbOhbQ 
J(EbO)g(To) 
( 
f(EbO)(dg/dT) ITo To h-yQ + hbQ) ((df /dEb) IEbO Ebo) 
4g(To)(df /dEb) IEbO EbO !(Ebo) 






where, in the last equality, we have made use of equation (71) above. Equation (75), 
the definition for the electron density, yields 
2) 
J(EbO)g(To) 
g(To)(df /dEb) (dEb/dr)IEbO + f(dg/dT) (dT/dr)ITo ' (3.83) 
but, from the condition PbO ~ EbO, we have 
. . 









--.-= . . 
g(To)(df /dEb0)3~EbO + J(dg/dT)~To 
Multiply result (1) with result (2) to obtain 
and therefore 
~T = q6'Y_Q + 6~Q' 
3~ +n~ 
S D 1 
S~r = 4(3+D) 6-rQ+ 3+DbbQ' 




In the particular case of adiabatic perturbations, we have 6b/3 = 6..,/4, which reduces 
the above equation to 
(3.89) 
A discussion of the distribution of temperature Ts and baryon density Es on the last 
scattering surface follows which makes interesting observations about the difference 
between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases. We will also understand how the 
choice of last scattering surface in the Sachs and Wolfe paper, who do not state 
explicitly that they use an adiabatic perturbation, gives an equation for 6T /TIR 
that is the same as the one that Panek gives for the adiabatic case. 
The temperature perturbation at the last scattering surface is 
Ts= Tso(TEo + ~r)(l + 6TQ). (3.90) 
To first order we obtain 
Ts= Tso(TEo) (1 + ~ T"' Ll.T + 6rQ) , (3.91) 
. . 
and substitute 6T = ~6.., and ~lrEO = -~lrEO , to find 
Ts= Tso(TEo) (1 - ~Ll.T + ~5,Q) (3.92) 
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. If we substitute equation (89) into (92), we get 
Ts = Tso( 'TEo) . (3.93) 
So for the adiabatic perturbation we find that the temperature on the last scattering 
surface is constant and takes the value at the last scattering surface in the unper-
turbed Robertson-Walker model. If we consider this from the physical point of view 
we find that the temperature perturbation ( the third term of (92) ) is compensated 
for by the positioning of the last scattering surface ( the second term of (92) ). For 
the baryon density Esb at the last scattering surface,. the san:.e argument holds if 
the baryon pressure is neglected (EbS3 =constant or i! = -3~ ), and then we find 
Esb = EsbO( 'TEo) . (3.94) 
So not only the perturbed temperature, but also the perturbed baryon density is 
constant at the last scattering surface in the adiabatic case. We will talk later about 
the Sachs-Wolfe paper in relation to the Ellis-Bruni formalism but just to sum up we 
see that Sachs-Wolfe have not considered the real last scattering surface but instead 
a surface on which the temperature and baryon density are unperturbed as well as 
its position. As a result of the compensation effect they obtain the result for the 
adiabatic case of Panek where he considers the extra temperature perturbation term 
that he gets from the placing of the LSS to be dominated by terms coming from the 
temperature fluctuations arising from the perturbed geodesic. 
We are now ready to discuss the CMBR pattern TR(O, </J). It is now possible to 
evaluate [8J]R and here we make our break with Panek by defining the quantity TRo 
in a different way. He gives the following definition 
T _ SEoTE 
RO - SRo ' (3.95) 
which varies over the surface of last scattering and is essentially a choice of gauge 
between the background and real space times. For the background temperature at 
reception we instead define the zero order quantity 
T . SEoTEo RO= 
SRo 
(3.96) 
where for the adiabatic case, TE = TEo, and then this· definition is in agreement 
with Panek but in general the two are different. 
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Panek defines a temperature variation 
(3.97) 
which we use as well. 
3.5 The derivation of Panek's equation 38 
With the use of equations (68) and (97) we obtain 





T R TRo (SEo)/(SRo)TEo ' 
and the temperature at last scattering can be written in the form 
. . T 
TE= TEo(TE0 + ~r)(l + hTQ) = TE0 (l + hTQ)(l + T~T), (3.99) 
which is analogous to equation (72). This leads to the new relation 
hTI = (1 + ~IE ~r)(TEo)(l + 8TQ)(l + f~r)(l - J:[·. ·]ds) - 1 
T R TEo 
~ t f R . 
1 + S ~T + T ~T + hTQIE - }E [· · ·]ds - 1, 
E E E 
(3.100) 
which for the radiation gives 
to zeroth order, (3.101) 
and so 
hTI = hTQIE - {R[·. ·]ds. 
T R JE (3.102) 
Since hT = ~h"Y from Planck (equilibrium spectrum), we have 
hTI 1 . I 1R - = -h"YQ - [· · ·]ds , 
TR 4 E E 
(3.103) 
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and rewrite the first term with the use of equation (51) and (52) in chapter 2 with 
w~ = 1/3 to find 
~8~Q[E 
1 18 18 
4t-r QIE - k s(vs~ - Vsb) QIE - k s(vb - B) QIE (3.104) 
where Ema has been replaced by Ea. The last term in the above expression cancels 
with the same term in the integral which can be written 
[ . l R . R lS QS (<I>H - --vsb)Q + --(vb~ B) kS kS 
E E 
(3.105) 
With the use of the fact that Wb = 0 and w~ = !, we obtain 
(3.106) 
The first term on the right-hand side of the previous equation is independent of the 
direction of observation and so is undetectable. Terms like this will be dropped as 
they have no physical significance. 
We now have a new version of Panek's equation (38) which uses a different definition 
for TRo . The difference between equation (106) and Panek's equation (38) is 
(3.107) 
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which is evaluated at the last scattering surface, and so in the important case of the 
adiabatic perturbation, where we have 
(3.108) 
the above equation is zero which shows that equation (106) is the same as Panek's 
(38) in the adiabatic case. To determine Panek's equation for the temperature 
variation from the above, we simply add 
3
!n x. 
Let us show this in detail. We have 
which leaves us with 
As it is with Panek. 
We now derive the terms of equation (106). 
The first term is written 
The integral part, 
kn [<ih +~v,)Q- (V, -kA- BJQ.R" 





takes somewhat more manipulation and we begin by substituting 
and 
to obtain 
From the relation 
we find that the previous equation becomes 
l R [ . k k 1 . 1 . · (HL +-vb - -vb+ - HT)Q +-(vb -kA- B)Q1 Ra E 3 3 3 k OI 
(l] [2] 
- ~(kvb- HT)Qlaf3Ra Rf3] ds . 
[3] 
= ([1] + [2] + [3]) . 
















1 s 1 s . 
<I>H - --B + -- HT 
kS k2 S 
3S 
hb +--(vb - B) 
kS 
1 . 
vb = vsb + k HT , 
. . 
1 lS S 
HL +-HT= <I>H +--(vb - B) - -vsb 
3 k S kS ' 
If we now make the addition 
l R 1 [2] + (HL + -HT)R0tQ1ads = E 3 
where we have 
1 1 . 1 . 1 . . 
HL +-HT+ - vb -A- - B= <I>H - <I>A + - Vsb 
3 k k k ' 
we get 












which implies that 
[3] = LR ( -~VsbQja,aR0 R,a)ds 
and so we get the final form for the integral 
{[1] + [2] + (3]} = 
[ 
. JR . R IS QS 





Panek now continues with the case of the adiabatic perturbation, 8-y = ~8b, where 
the initial fluctuations of the temperature at the last scattering surface become ~lbQ 
as we have seen in the derivation of equation 38. In the case of scales larger than. 
the baryon Jeans mass we have c~b = 0 since for A;::::: (ct)E the mass in a sphere of 
diameter ,....., .X is much more than the Jeans mass. 
3.6 The derivation of Panek's equation 41 
For an adiabatic perturbation, Panek's equation ( 41) takes the form 
(3.132) 
where the equations of motion for the baryonic perturbation in this particular sce-
nario are 
· S S VSb · S [ [ · i2 [ • i ·] . cb+3 S - S T+3<I>H-3S<I>A+kvsb=O, (3.133) 
and 
(3.134) 






(1) = -[ ( ~r Hvso) Q[ 
= - { { ( ~H -i [ H vs, -H Vs,) Q 
(3.136) 
and we have used 
(3.137) 
The addition yields 








where from the second e9uation of motion for the baryonic perturbation, equa-
tion (134), we have Vsb +~vsa -k~A = 0 which implies that (A)= 0. For the other 
term we obtain 
(B) = L -<i>H +k S vs.+ k S vSb Qds, R ( • 1 [SJ. 1 S . ) (3.139) 
where (134) has been used again, to find 
' 




and so we obtain 
(3.142) 
which is what was required. 
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. 3. 7 The derivation of Panek's Equation 45 
We now look at some specific models in which the equations of motion will be 
simpler. Here we make the assumption that the anisotropic stress and entropy 
perturbations in any fluid component in the Universe were effective only at the very 
early stages of evolution. They are omitted and the equations of motion for the N 
types of fluid become Panek's equations (44a), (44b) and (44c) which are derived 
from equations 2.62, 2.63 and 2.60 and listed respectively: 
(EaoEaS3 )• + 3S3 ~(Eao + Pao)~H 
+ 3(E.o:P.o)S3 { [ U) 2 -( n "]vs.+ k ~H +~k'vs.} = 0 (3.143) 
. 2 
· S kCsa Vsa +
3






We simplify again by considering models dominated by nonrelativistic components 
with Pao = 0 since decoupling, in other words high density universes with n > 0.1 
[e.g., Cold Dark Matter (CDM) models], and radiation and relativistic neutrinos 
omitted in the equations of motion. 
Panek's equation ( 44a) - equation (143) above - now becomes 
3(Eao + Pao)S3 
(EaoEaS3 )· + k 
[1] 





Now since Pao = 0 we find from the energy equation that Ea053 is constant, 
. . 
Eao _ _ 
3
5 
Eao +Pao - 5' (3.147) 
as with dust. We now look at the terms in equation (146) in combinations. 
(3.148) 
The addition of the third and fifth terms gives 
3 • 2 • 
[3] + [5] = 3Eao5 ~ H +35 5 Eao~ H 
· N 2 N · 
E 53 2 5 5 ""' 3 5 CL:c-1 Ec0 tc) 
3 ao 2( k2 _ 3K) ~ Ec0Ec + 3Eao5 2( k2 -_ 3K) 
(1) (2) 
52 . ( N ) 
+ 3Eao5
3 
2( k2 - 3K) ~ Ec0 f:c 
(3) 
52 N 
+ 352 S Eao 2( k2 _ 3K) ~ Ec0€c · (3.149) 
(4) 
Panek defines the constants Ea053 = Va, and we find that 
(3) = Eao
53 (2(k': 3K)S t. V,, « + 2(k' _! 3K)S V. i,) 
c=f;a 
(3.150) 
The other three terms are going to cancel as is shown below: 
3 ( 3S5 N ) 
(1) + (4) = 3Eao5 2(k2 - 3K) ~ Ec0tc (3.151) 
( 
52 N ) 
(2) = 3EaoS
3 
2(k2 _ 3K) ~ Ec0 Ee • (3.152) 
From the energy equation . . 
Eao _ _ 
3
5 
Eao +Pao - 5' 
(3.153) 
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with Pao= 0, we find 
• 3 • 2 
Eao S + 3 S S Eao = 0 , (3.154) 
and so 
• 2 • 




[3] + [5] = EaoS
3 
(2(k2 : 3K)S V. <. + 2(k2 : 3K)S t. V., «) 
c#a 
(3.157) 
The second and fourth terms become 
[2) + [4) = 3EaoS S S 1 2 3 { ( ( • ) 2 ( • ) ') } k S - S VSa + 3k Vsa 
EaoS3 k2 3 S S 
{ [ ( 
• ) 2 ( • ) ·i } k V Sa 1 + k2 S - S (3.158) 






3K 3 N ) 
[2) + (4) = EaoS3 kvsa 1 - k2 + 2k2S ~ Yc (3.161) 
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The final result is 
[1] + [2] + [3] + [4] + [5] = 
. 3Va 3K 3 [ l [ N l fa 1 + 2( k2 - 3K)8 + kvsa 1 - F + 2k2 8 ~ Vc 
3 N . 
+ 2( k2 - 3K)8 ~ Yc fc= 0 ' 
c¢a 
w~ich is Panek's equation ( 45a). 




. S k kC~a. 
Vsa +
8




Wa = -=0 
Eao 
dPao 
Csa = -- =0. 
dEao 
+wa 
. S 32 N 
Vsa + 8 vsa = -k~H = -k2(k 2 _ 3K) ~ Ec0fc, 
with the use of the Einstein equation 
2(k2 - 3K) N 
82 ~H = LEaofa · 
a=l 
So, finally, we have 
. S 1 N 
Vsa + 8 vsa = - 2k(l - ~)8 ~ °\1cfc, ( 45b) 









3.8 The derivation of Panek's equation 52 
For the _derivation of his equation (52), Panek makes many simplifications and in-
troduces several new concepts. The first is that of the present density parameters 
f2Ra, which are closely related to the constants Va 
n EaoR. Va 
Ra = 3H'k = E~1 Vc - 3K SR . 
(3.169) 
In the case of K = 0, suggested by many inflationary scenarios, na = constant = nRa 
and the sum of all the Vc 's is denoted by V : 
N 
.nRaLVc =Va . (3.170) 
e=l 
which implies that 
(3.171) 
Now Panek's 45(a) (equation 162) becomes 
N 
. [ 30a VJ [ 3V l 3V ""'n · Ea 1 + 2k2 S + kvsa 1 + 2k2 S + 2k2 S ~ e Ee= 0 ' (47a) (3.172) 
e:f:a 
which is Panek's 47(a), and his 45(b) becomes 
. S V N 
Vsa + SVSa = - 2kS L f2eEe · (3.173) 
e=l 
Greatly simplified equations of motion are obtained from ( 45a) and ( 45b) if N = 1 
or, for c = 1, ... , N all the (e's are equal, and so for baryons we have 
. [ 3Kl Eb + 1 - J;2 kv Sb = 0 , (48a) ' (3.174) 
which is Panek's equation (48a). This is the case in most of the dark matter scenarios 
- on scales larger than the Jeans mass, the baryons sink in the potential wells of the 
dark component and in a few expansion times all the Ee's become equal. The second 
equation of motion now yields Panek 's equation ( 48b) 
(48b) (3.175) 
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and we continue by writing equation ( 41) under the assumption of equal fc 's. 
Recall equation 41 
(3.176) 
Now substitute the form for Vs& from 48(a) (equation 174) 
1 . fb ( 1 ) lb KI k2 lb K 






which gives Panek's equation 49 
bTI 1(. )I 1 fR. ( Q Ci /3) TR= 3 fbQ E - k2 - 3K }E fb KQ + la/3R R ds. (3.179) 
To rederive SW's result we now take K = 0, and equation 49 becomes 
bT I = ~( f&Q)E - _.!._ {R l& (QI 13Ra R13 ) ds 
T R 3 . k2 J E Ci • (3.180) 
When K = 0, Q can be considered to be a plane wave with wave vector ka: 
(3.181) 
and we use the relation 
(3.182) 
· to find 
"JL i«•QlE + :, { <, (k.R"l'Qas 
1 { R • ( 3 'Y Q aR/3) d - k2 J E f& - r a/3 ,...,R s . (3.183) 
Which is different from Panek's equation 50 but it appears to be a printing error as 
his foilowing equations are obviously derived using this form. 
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We can now substitute a form for the density perturbation which, for the case of 
fl.at spacetime, has the solution 
(3.184) 
where Panek now chooses the growing mode Eb = EbE( T /rE) 2 for the rest of the 
analysis, and the integral in (180) can be integrated by parts. From Panek's equation 
( 49) (equation 179) we have 
- :, { i, (Q1.pR" Ri')ds = - ~:~i; { T (-~ (R"Q,0 )) ds , 
smce 
where we have made use of the relation 
which implies 
and since 
dxa - -Ra 
ds - ' 
we have 
naR/3Q - - d(WQ.--r) 
.n la/3 - ds . 
This gives the final form of the integral, 
- ;
2 
feR Eb ( Qla/3Ra R{J)ds 
2tbE 1R d 
k2 2 
r-d (WQ,-y)ds 
TE E S 
2tbE [ . R {R dr ] 












and we write 
(3.195) 
which is Panek's equation 52. Panek now argues that the comoving coordinate 
distance to the horizon at TE is TE and so the criterion for the comoving scale to be 
larger than the horizon at TE is kTE « 1 implying that the first term is much smaller 
than the integral term which gives the relation first given by Sachs and Wolfe in 
their pioneering paper i.e. 
(3.196) 
where the term ,...., QR has been discarded since it is independent of the direction of 
observation. 




[1JR(B,µeµ)R - T/E(B,µeµ)E +BR - BE] (3.197) 
where TJ replaces r, eµ replaces R"', B takes the place of Q and SW say that their 
interpretations are only valid when the redshifts are considered due to perturbations 
of the relatively increasing kind. We will show this in greater detail in the second 
part which deals with the SW paper more closely. 
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Chapter 4 
The non-adiabatic perturbation 
4.1 Introduction 
For a non-adiabatic perturbation we define 
( 4.1) 
As has been stated before, a single ideal fluid with barotropic equation of state 
has no entropy perturbation, but in the universe where there are at least two fluid 
components, e.g. one baryons and the other radiation, the entropy perturbations 
may be important. The non-adiabatic perturbation discussed here is not general 
but dependant only on time and not on space; when we speak of the non-adiabatic 
case we are referring to this. We now derive the above equation. The entropy per 
baryon is proportional to T 3 /nb, where nb is- the number. density of the baryons, T 
is the temperature, and E-y ex T 4 • The entropy perturbation is 
bs (3T2 /nb)bT - (T3 /nnbnb 
s T 3 /nb 
3bT bnb 
T nb 




which is generaHy the case for the times we are interested in. Entropy perturbations 
are found where the different matter components are distributed nonuniformly in 
space but with a uniform total energy density. For instance, the inhomogeneous 
distribution of baryons in a background of radiation, where initiaHy the energy 
density surfeit in baryons is made up by a corresponding deficit in the radiation 
energy. These fluctuations are often caHed isocurvature perturbations and because 
of causality constraints, the formation of adiabatic perturbations on scales larger 
than the Hubble radius is impossible. Before continuing any further we show that 
the definition of x is gauge invariant. From Panek's equation (11c) we have 
3 s( ). 
Eb = bb + ks Vb - B ( 4.4) 
4S 




-bb - -S 3 4 'Y 
1 1 1 s 
-Eb - -E-y - --(Vb - V ) 
3 4 kS -r 
1 1 1 s 
C3Eb - 4E-r) - k s(vsb - Vs-y). (4.6) 
And since Ea and Vsa are gauge invariant, xis as well. 
4.2 The last scattering surface 
As for the derivation of equation 34 of Panek we discuss the temperature and baryon 
density on the last scattering surface. From Panek's equation (34) we have 
S .6.r -s 
= bbQ _ xDQ I 
3 3+D E 
(4.7) 
On the perturbed last scattering surface the perturbed temperature Ts and baryon 
density Eb are not constant and we now discuss this in detail. 
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I~--· 





Ts = Tso( TEo)(l + T ~T + 8TQ), 
. s 1 
Tso( TEo)(I ~ s~T + 48-yQ) 
1 xDQ 1 
Tso( TEo)(l - 38bQ + 3 + D + 48-yQ) 
xDQ 
Tso( TEo)(I + 3 + D - xQ) ' 
which leaves us with the final form 
. ( 3xQ) I Ts = Tso(TEo) 1 - 3 + D E 
and similarly 
( 3xDQ)I Ebo( TEo) 1 + 3 + D E , 






E, = EbO(TEO + t>r)(I +.S,Q) = EbO(TEo) (1+ ~: t>r + 6,Q) , (4.13) 
where Eb /Eb= -3 S /S. 
So we have expressions explicitly dependant on the non-adiabatic perturbation vari-
able X for the perturbations of the temperature and baryon density at the last 
scattering surface. 
4.3 Panek's equations extended 
The temperature variation, .q;a., in the non-adiabatic case will now be calculated. 
54 . 
The general formula is 
8T' _ T R 
+ !f-rQI - ! S (vs - vsb)Q - [(fPH - ! S Vsb) Q] R 
4 E kS "Y ks 
E E 
( 4.14) 
Substitute equation (6) evaluated at E, 
~f-rQ' - ~ ~(vs"Y - vsb)Q = llbQ' - xQIE , 
E E E 
( 4.15) 
into the above to obtain 
where terms evaluated at R in equation (14) are independent of the direction of 
observation and have been attributed to TRo· The difference between equation (16) 
and Panek's equation (38) is, as was seen earlier, 
(4.17) 
and so in the case of adiabatic perturbations equation (17) is zero and formula (16) 
is the same as Panek's equation (38) in the adiabatic case i.e. 
(4.18) 
We have also seen in the introduction to this chapter that x is gauge invariant and 
this shows that the new version of 6{ IR is gauge invariant. 
In the extension to Panek 's equation ( 41) we have the same analysis as before and 
find that 
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+ { [i (<. +kvs•) Q + v:• Q1.pK' Rf'] ds , ( 4.19) 
our new equation for Panek's equation (41). 
We now continue as before and find 
STI 1 1 {R. 
TR= 3fbQ E - xQIE - k2 - 3K JE fb (KQ + QlafJn::x R(J) ds ( 4.20) 
which is the modified equation ( 49) of Panek. 
For the case of K = 0, 
Q = exp ( ikaxa) , ( 4.21) 
and taking the growing mode again for the density perturbation: 




~fbQIE - xQIE + ~:~1 [rR (ROIQ,a)R - TE (ROIQ,a)E +QR - QE] ' ( 4.23) 
which is the nonadiabatic version of Panek's equation (52). Sachs and Wolfe are 
concerned about their assumption of intrinsic uniformity of the temperature emitted 
from the last scattering surface and say that any variation in its temperature might 
easily dominate the effects they analyse. The last equation shows this effect in 
terms of a non-adiabatic perturbation to the energy density as well as a first order 
correction to the LSS. 
4.4 A new gauge invariant quantity 
We now discuss the difference the difference in the observed temperatures between 
two different directions, but first see that the temperature at reception can be ex-
56 
pressed as follows: 
( 4.24) 
and so we define the difference between temperatures measured in the two directions 
A and Bas 
- TRA -TRB = TRo (bTI - bTI ) 
T RA T RB 
( 4.25) 
We can also express this in Panek's formalism where his quantities have a superscript 
P. From earlier work we have 
srl<P) srl - --
TR TR 
( 4.26) 
and so we write 
TRo - - -(srl srl ) TRA TRB 
( srlp srlp 3 ) TRo - ~ - - (XEA-XEB) TRA TRB 3+D ( 4.27) 
The gauge invariant quantity D..ABTR is measured in observations, and to determine 
it one must be careful in the choice of TRo which gives the form one uses for 6J IR· 
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4.5 Non-adiabatic perturbations for a mixture of radiation 
and dust 
We now discuss a non-adiabatic perturbation, 
( 4.30) 
with K = 1, 0, or -1 , and a mixture of two fluids: one dust and the other radiation 
with E-y = ~ P-y . At late times, when the temperature T is low compared with the 
baryon mass, the pressure of baryons is negligible and the total pressure of the fluid 
is given by the radiation. From our modified formula of Panek's (41), we have 
h:rR = ~(EbQ)E - (xQ)IE 
+LR [~(i, +kvs,)Q + vt' Q1.pR" RP l ds. ( 4.31) 
We begin with some basic preparation. 
For the Baryon fluid the energy equation with Pbo = 0 (which is always valid after 
recombination) is . . 
EbO _ _ 
3
S 
Ebo - S' ( 4.32) 
which gives the constant 
(4.33) 
and the entropy perturbation 
( 4.34) 
is taken to be zero, as 
C2 _ dPbo _ O Sb - - ' dEbO 
(4.35) 
for scales larger than Jeans mass - Pb = 0, and 
7rLb = 0, ( 4.36) 
i.e, the isotropic pressure perturbation is zero for the same reason as above - Pb = 0. 
So T/b = 0 . 
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For the Photon fluid we have 
( 4.37) 
wh~ch gives the constant 
( 4.38) 
The ratio of these two constants for the baryons and radiation is given by 
( 4.39) 
which gives a relation between the unperturbed energy densities of the two fluids: 
( 4.40) 
For the radiation the entropy perturbation is 
- c~'Y" T/-y - 7rL-y - -o-y ' . W-y ( 4.41) 
where 
( 4.42) 
and so we obtain 
T/-y = 7rL-y - 8-y . ( 4.43) 
In the previou~ section we wrote the entropy perturbation as 
8s 3 8E-y 8Eb 
-=--.--, 
s 4 E-y Eb ( 4.44) 
and for our present case the total energy density is 
( 4.45) 
These two relations can be used to express 8Eb in terms of 8E and 8E-y. The total 
pressure is written 
and so, 
To begin with we have 
1 
P = P-y = -E-y 
3 
(~Eb+ E-y)8E-y 8E 





which gives an expression for 8E-y 
bE-y = (8s + 8E) 
3 
EbE-y . 
s Eb 4Eb + E-y ( 4.49) 
Substitute this into the pressure perturbation to obtain 
( 4.50) 
In chapter 2 we wrote an expression for the pressure perturbation when it is a 
function of the energy density and entropy. 
8P' 8P' 2 8P = oE 8E + a 8s =Cs 8E + T/ 
s s E 
( 4.51) 
From the two previous equations we see that 
( 4.52) 
and so, for the early universe, · this model for the mixture of dust and radiation 
describes a smooth transition from the period of radiation domination (E-y ~ Eb) 
with c; = ~ to the matter dominated epoch (Eb ~ E-r) with c; = 0. 
From the Einstein equation 
( 4.53) 
assuming that the anisotropic perturbation 7rTa = 0 (as we are dealing with late 
times) we obtain <I> A = -<I>H . So from the equation of motion it is found that 
S2 N 
<I>H = -<I>A = 2(k2 _ 3]{) ~ Eaof.a, ( 4.54) 
and the propagation equation for the velocity 
Vsa +SS Vsa = -k<I>H + 
1 
k (C~ata + WaTJa), 
+wa 
( 4.55) 
in the particular case of the baryons is 
(4.56) 
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and for the photons is 
. s s( ) k 
vs-r + Svs-r = -k'PH + S v-y - B + 47rL-r • ( 4.57) 
. The propagation of the energy density perturbation together with the above equa-
tions for the velocity will allow us to find an expression for the temperature variation 
of the CMBR. Its evolution is given in the general case and then evaluated sepa-
rately for the particular cases of baryons and radiation. From equation (3.143) we 
have 
(E.o<.83). + 3(E.o ~ P.0)83 { [ ( ~) 
2 
_ ( ~) .] vs. 
. This equation is now written for the case of baryons i.e. a = b 
The first term is 
( EbEboS3 )· = Vii tb , 
and adding the third and fifth terms gives 
3 • 
3(Ebo + Pbo)S k ;_ +3S3 S(E + R )'P k 'l!H S bO bO H 
{ 
1 3• "Viitb 3Vii 2(k2 - 3I<)SE-roS E-r + 2(k2 - 3I<)S 
3S
2 S S3 • } 
+ 2(k2 - 3I<)SE-roE-r + 2(k2 - 3I<)S E-ro E-r ' 
where the last two terms for the baryons may be neglected as, 
2 • 3 • 3 ) 3S S Ebo+ S Ebo= 0 (from (S Ebo)· = 0 . 
Adding the second and fourth terms yields 






3~ ~k'vs• [!+ :, ( ( ~)'- U))] (4.62) 
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• 2 • 
We first determine (S / S) - (S / S)· from the Friedmann equations. 
( ~). = -~S2 t.(E.o + 3P.o) 
ur = ~S2 t,E .. -K 
( ~) 
2 
~ ( ~) • = ~ S' t. (3E.o + 3P.o) - K . 
Substituting this into equation (62), we get 
. { 31( 1 
2 
} 
Vi,kvsb 1 - k2 + 2k2S ~(3EaoS





The general equation for the evolution of the energy density (58), in the case of 
baryons, becomes 
. 3 [ 3. ( 2. 3. J} + 2( k2 _ 3K)S E-roS f-r + 3S S E-ro + S E-ro)f.-r = O ( 4.67) 
· The last term in the above expression can be reduced; we take 
2 • 3 • (v;) .. 
(3S S E-ro + S E-ro)f.-y = S f.-y , ( 4.68) 
and we find 
3 [ 3 • 2 • 3 • ) ] 3V-y ( f.-y). 
2( k2 _ 3K)S E-roS E-y +(3S. S E-ro + S E-ro f.-y = 2( k2 _ 3K)S S . ( 4.69) 
We continue by evaluating the propagation equation in the case of radiation, a =I· 
The first term is 
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t-y V-y . 2 
S- S S E-yot-y , (4.70) 
and the third and fifth terms are added to obtain 
2 { 3s2 S 2 S3 2 . 
4E-yoS 2( k2 _ 31{) ~ Eaof.a + 2( k2 _ 31() ~ Eao f.a 
S3 
2 
• } + 2(k2 _ 31() ~ Eao Ea ( 4. 71) 
Adding the second and fourth we find 
4 { 3K S
2 2 
} = 3S V-ykvs-y 1 - k2 + 2k2 ~(3Eao + 3Pao) . ( 4.72) 
The equation for the photon fluid energy density perturbation has become 
f.-y s 2 . . . 
{
. . [ 2 2 2 ] 
V-y S - S f.-y + ( k2 _ 3K) 3 S ~ f.aEao + S ~ Eao f.a + S ~ Eao f.a 
( 4. 73) 




2 (Vi; 4Er) 
2k2 L(3Eao + 3Pao) = 2k2 S3 + 3S4 
a=l 
3Vi; ( 4 ) 
- 2k2S 
1 + 3SCp 
2Ey (i 3SCp) 
k2S2 + 4 (4.74) 
We now look at the two equations for the propagation of the energy density for 
baryon and photon together. 
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{ i: [1 3V/, l [ _ 3K ~ ( _4 )] Vb b + 2(k2 - 3K)S + kvsb 1 k2 + 2k2S 1 + 3CpS 
. v"Y (E-r)·} 
+32(k2 - 3K) S = O (4.75) 
v:{(E-r)' 2 [. -2. Er·] 
"'I S + k2 _ 3!{ - S E"Yot1 + S . Vb cb + S 3 ~ 
4k ( 3J< 2V-y ( . 3SCp))} 
+3Svs"Y l-k2+3s2 1+-4- ~o, ( 4.76) 
which simplifies to 
. [ 3V/, l [ 3K 3V/, ( · 4 ) l Eb 1 +.2(k2 - 3K)S + kvsb. 1 - k2 + 2k2S 1 + 3CpS 
Vb (<1). 
+32(k2 - 3K)SCp S = O (4.77) 
·(c"Y)' 2Ey [ -2 (<1)' -2 . ] . s + k2 - 3K s s + s Gp Cb 
4k [ 3K 2V-y ( 3SCp)] + 3Svs"Y 1 - k2 + 3s2 1 + -4- = 0. (4.78) 
The next step in finding the temperature variation considers the propagation equa-
tion for the gauge invariant velocity. Repeating equations 56 and 57 
(4. 79) 
(4.80) 
we find their difference can be expressed as 
· . Sk 




This is linked with the non-adiabatic perturbation 
( 4.83) 





We now find an expression for ( 'J) · which can be substituted into equation (77) to 
give an expression for kvsb· 
( 4.87) 
Changing the subject of the formula to ( ~) ·, we get 
(4.88) 
and the second term is put in a more recognizable form 
_ (t-y) (- (~ /S3)·) 
S (S /S3)2 
= f-y ( ( s 1 s) · s-.2 - 2s-3 s (s 1 s)) 
S (S /S)2S-4 
_ f-y ( (s ;s)" 2 _ 2 (s ;s)2 s-2 ) 
- 2s 2 
s (s ;s) (s ;s) s-4 
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_ l-y ( ( s Is)' s2 _ 2) 




= <-,S ( S IS)' - 2 ' ( 4.89) 
which gives 
( l-y)· s [( · l-y ). [ (s ;s)'JJ s = S3 s IS' - <-,S 2 - ( s Is) 2 ( 4.90) 
The first term in the previous equation is evaluated using equation 84, which gives 
(~) · = S(7r _ 8 + ) +(~lb.- 4x(r)) · s I s2 L-r 'Y e-y s I s2 ( 4.91) 
Substitution of (91) into (90) yields 
( e-y) · _ S [ (~lb - 4x( r)). [ ( S / S )' l l s - s3 s;s' +s( .. ,,,-.s,+0)-s0 2- (sis)' , 
( 4.92) 
where the Sl-y in the second term cancels with the same in the third term and so 
the previous equation becomes 
( l-y)·= s {(~lb.-4x(r)).+s(1r -8)- s[1- (s;s)']} (4.93) s S3 s I 52 Vy 'Y l-y ( s Is) 2 
For the last term a substitution is made from (86) and we have 
vsb - vs-y = 4~ JS( e-y - 8'"f + 7rL-y)dr , 
and if the substitutions 
4 - 4x(r) - 38b 





are made, ( f.'Y / S) · becomes 
( 4 ) (4 ) ( ( s Is)" ) +s "L-r + 4x(r) - 3s, - s 3,, - 4x(r) 1 - (ins)' 
-S~ L~ JS(<, - s, + "L-r)dr ( 1 - g; ;~:)] (4.97) 
- J, [ G i, -4 X (r)) ~ + (4x(r) - ~s, + "L-r) s 
-~! S(<,-fi,+irL-r)dr (1- ~: ;;j:)] . (4.98) 
It is now possible to calculate vsb and we do so by substituting (92) into (77). 
kvsb = 1 ~~ { i, (i - 2(k' :_v;K)S (i + 3~,S) 
3Vi, ) 3V/, [ 4 . . . 1 
+2(k2 -3I<)S + 2(k2 -3I<)SCp (3 f.b - 4 x (r:)) S 
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-1 {· ~ . 
1 - ~ Eb - (k2 - 3K)S2CP (5 X (r)) 
-J S(<,-fi,+~,,)dr ( (~)'-U)'))} ( 4.100) 
We now evaluate the last expression required for determining the Sachs-Wolfe effect 
in this scenario. 
-1 · {K. ~(6x(r)) · 
3(1 - ~~) k2 Eb - (k2 - 3K)S2Cp 
(4.101) 
The observed temperature variation across the last scattering surface for a mixture 
of dust and radiation with /{ = 1, 0, -1, and non-adiabatic perturbations to the 
gauge invariant energy density is 
1 R ( 6~ X (r) ~ [ · 4 
+ (k2 - 3K)Cp L (k2 - 3K)S2 - 2(k2 - 3K)S3 S (11'Lr; -315b + 4x(r)) 
- j S(E-r -8-r + 11'r,.y)dr [~(1+ 35~)-Kl]) 
X (~ Q + Qlaf3Ra R{3) ds (4.102) 
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This considerably more complex case reduces to the single component fluid pertur-
bation expression at the end of the last section. To see this we neglect the radiation 
fluid which is the same as putting Gp = Vb/V-y to infinity. 
In this chapter we have determined the quantity 8:J IR for several scenarios each more 
general than the one before and it is assumed that they will be used in determining 
the quantities tl.ABTR in each case as this is easily observed. 
4.6 Non-adiabatic perturbations for N types of matter 
We now extend the previous work to non-adiabatic perturbations of a mixture of N 
fluids with K = 1, 0, -1 and Wa not constant. 
The energy equation gives us 
. . 
Eao _ _ 
3
S _ _ 
0 
Eao + Pao - S - ' 






We use the above relations to rewrite the propagation equation for the perturbation 
in the energy density where again we have neglected the anisotropic stress pertur-
bation. The first term becomes 
(4.105) 
The third and fifth terms, when added, give 
3(Eao + Pao)S3 k;,. +JS3 S(E + P. )<I> k 'lt!H S aO aO H 
( 4.106) 
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As we have seen before 
S2 N 
<Pn = 2(k2 _ 3I<) ~ Eaofa, (4.107) 
and so the time derivative becomes 
2 SS N S2 N • 
'PH = 2(k2 _ 3I<) ~ Eaofa + 2(k2 _ 3I<) ~ Eao fa 
S2 N 
+ 2(k2 _ 3I<) ~ Eao fa 
s s2 N s2 N 
S k2 _ 3!{ ~ Eaofa + 2(k2 _ 3J<) ~(-OEao(l + Wa))fa 
S2 N • 
+ 2(k2 _ 3J<) ~ Eao fa (4.108) 
From the above we obtain 
(3 ~H +O<Pn) = 
os2 N os2 N 
k2 _ 3/{ ~ Eaofa + 2( k2 _ 3J<) ~ Eaofa 
3S2 N 3S2 N • 
- 2(k2 _ 3J<) ~ OEao(l + Wa)fa + 2(k2 _ 3J<) ~ Eao fa 
3S20 E:=l EaoWafa 3S2 E:=l Eao fa 
- 2(k2 - 31<) + 2(k2 - 31<) 
3S2 N • 
2(k2 _ 31<) ~Eao(la -OWafa), (4.109) 
and this eventually gives 
3 3S2 N . 
S Eao(l + Wa) 2( k2 _ 31<) ~ Ec0( fc -OwcEc0) . (4.110) 




{ [ (s ;s) 2 - (s /s)'] vsa + ~k2vsa} , (4.111) 
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-582 L(Eao + 3Eaowa) 
a=l 
2 N 1 N 
552 L Eao - K + 552 L(Eao + 3EaoWa) 
a=l a=l 
52 N 
2 L Eao(l + wa) - K 
a=l 
So, returning to the second and fourth term addition, we find 
3Eao(l + wa)53 (52 ~ E (l ) _ Tr ~k2) k Vsa 2 L.J aO + Wa . .n + 3 c=l 
_ E (l )5 3 k (l _ 3K 35
2 L~1 Eao(l + Wa)) - aO +wa Vsa k2 + 2k2 






3 { · ( ( Eao5
2 
) 3(1 + Wa)52 ~ . 
E.os . <. I+ 3 1+w.)2(k' - 3K) + 2{k' - 3K) §r Eo0 <, 
( 
3]( 352 N ) 
+kvsa(l + Wa) 1 - k2 + 2k2 ~ Ec0(l +We) 
( 3(1+Wa)5
2 2::~1 Ec0 ) } 
- 2( k2 _ 3]() OweEc0 + Owala = 0 . ( 4.116) 
For the mixture of N arbitrary matter fluids, one of them radiation, we continue in 
a way that makes the previous result for baryons and radiation more general. We · 
obtain 
. ( . 3(1 + Wa) 2) 3(1 + wa)52 ~ . 
la 1 + 2( k2 _ 3]() Eao5 + 2( k2 _ 3]() ~ le Ec0 
c#-y 
( 
3]( 352 N ) 
-OWala + kvsa(l + Wa) 1 - k2 + 
2
k2 ~ Ec0(l +We) 
3(1 + Wa)52 ~ 3(1 + Wa) 2 • 
2( k2 - 3I<) ~ Ec00weEc0 + 2( k2 - 3I<) 5 E-yo f.-y 
e'f::-y 
( 4.117) 
and manipulate the last two terms just a little 
3(1 + wa)52 . (1 + Wa) 2 
2( k2 - 3I<) E-ro l-y 2( k2 - 3I<) E-ro5 30w-y l-y 
3(1 + Wa)E-ro52 (" (} ) 
2( k2 - 3J<) f.-y - W-yf.-y 
3(1 + Wa)E-ro52 (f _ S ) 
2( k2 - 3J<) 'Y 5 f.-y 
3(1 + Wa)E-yo 53 (l-y). 
2(k2 - 3I<) 5 
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3(1 + Wa)\t; (fry). 
= 2(k2 -3K)S s·' 
where we have used W-y = 1/3 for the radiation fluid and v"I = E-yo/ S4 • 
Finally 
. ( 3(1 + Wa) 2) 3(1 + wa)S2 ~ • 
Ea 1 + 2(k2 - 3K) EaoS + 2(k2 - 31{) 6 Ee Ec0 
c-::f:.a 
c-::f:.-y 
3(1 + wa)S2 ~ 3(1 + wa)\t; (fry)· 




We now derive a new form for (~}. The entropy perturbation is left in its original 
form 
ctr ( ) T/a = 7rLa - -va , 4.120 
Wa 
and the anisotropic stress is neglected in the propagation equation for the velocity 
. Vs.+ ~vs.= -kif>y + {l: w.) (C~.<· + w.q.). {4.121) 
From these more general equations we obtain 
1 k k 
S[(vs-y - Vsa)S]· = 4{E-y + TJ-y) - {l + wa) (C~aEa + WaTJa) , {4.122) 
and in the case of non-adiabatic perturbations we use the same definition and extend 
it to all fluids 
1 1 1 s 
4E-y - JEa = -xa + k S(VS-y - Vsa). {4.123) 
And so from the previous two equations we find 
1 d ((1 1 ) s2 ) 1 1 2 S dr 4E-y - 3Ea + Xa S = 4(fry + TJ-y) - {l + Wa) (CsaEa_ + WaTJa) , {4.124) 
which yields 
f, j S G(<-, + q,) - {1: w)C~_<. + w.q.)) dr, ( 4.125) 
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and from which it follows that 
The next task is to find an expression for ( ~) ·. 
(€-;)· =s/s3 [(~)-€-;s [2- (sis)"]]· s s I s2 ( s Is) 2 ( 4.127) 
From equation (124) we get 
(4.128) 
and this is now substituted into (127), and we find a new form for (~-)". 
S 4S 2 4 . . S • ( 2 
= S' [s(t., + ~,) - (l + w)Cs.•• + w.~.) + 3 •. -4 x.) S 
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The expression for c-y from equation (126) gives a final form for C;) '. 
+s (!c -4x) (1 - (s ;s)')- s (!c -4x) (1 - (s ;s)') 
3 a a (. )2 3 a a (. )2 
S/S . S/S 
-4/ J s G(<, + ~,) - (I: w)C~ ... + w.~.)) dr (1 - g ;;n] 
S 4 2 (1 + Wa) 
s2 (1 + Wa) (Csaca + WaTJa - 4 T/-y) 
( 4.130) 
For the evaluation of kvsa we use equation 119 
kvsa = -1 3I< -1 (· ( 3s
2 ~ ( )) -(1 + w.) {1 - k' ) •. .1 - 2(k' _ 3K) t E., 1 + w, 
3(1 + wa) 2 ~ • 3(1 + Wa)S2 ~ + 2(k2 _ 31() S L.J cc Ec0 - Owaca - 2(k2 _ 31() L.J Ec00wcEc0 
~a c#-y 
c,;.., 




() ~ ( ) 40wa la 
+ 2( k2 - 3]{) WaEa ~ Ec0 1 +We + 2( k2 - 3]{)52 y; 
C~"f 
3(1 + Wa) (E"Y) •) 
+ 2(k2 - 3]{)5 y; 5 (4.131) 
And from this the integral term of the variation in the CMBR temperature can be 
found. The last step is simply to find 
k
2 
{ . ( 3]{ 352 N , ) 
(3(1 + w.)(k' - 3K)) <. w. - 12((! + w.)) + 2(k' - 3K) ~ Eo0(I + w,) 
3(1 + Wa) (E"Y) ·} 
- 2(k2 - 3]{)5 V"Y 5 . ( 4.132) 
For the temperature variation in the previous cases we have assumed that the ob-
servers are travelling with the baryonic fluid and that the decoupling process is 
dependant only on the interactions of the baryonic and radiation fluids. Here we 
have done the same, but now assume that the universe is filled with N - 2 other 
sorts of matter which do not affect the decoupling process and so the Sachs-Wolfe 
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effect becomes 
1 {R [1 . VSb l 3 EbQIE - XbQIE + }E 3(«=b +kvsb)Q + yQ1af3Ra Rf3 ds ( 4.133) 
= ~<•QIE - X•QIE + (! + w,)tk' _ aK) LR { i, (~' (k2 - 3K) - K) Q 
1 f R ( 3S2 fb · N 
+ (1 + w,)(k2 - 3K) }E 2(k2 - 3K) ~ E&(I + w,) 
48wbEb 3(1 + Wb)Y.y (€-y) •) (k2 0t {3) 
2(k2 _ 3K)S2 Y.y - 2(k2 _ 3K)S S 3Q + Q1af3R R ds. (4.134) 
For a mixture of two fluids - radiation and dust - we show that the above equation 
agrees with the results from the previous section. Eqm;1.tion 134 is rewritten for 
this particular case where the summation terms are left out and the above equation 
reduces to 
bT I - 1 QI QI 1 {R . ( Ot f3) T Rb - 3«=b E - Xb E - (k2 _ 3K) }E Eb KQ + Qlaf3R R ds 
1 {R ( 2 fb V"Y 3Y.y (€-y) •) 
+ (k2 - 3K) }E (k2 - 3K)S2 - 2(k2 - 3K)S S 
X ( ~
2 
Q + Qlaf3Ra Rf3) ds , (4.135) 
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where the expression for ( E-y / S) · now becomes 
( i). = Sq, + ~ ( ~ i, -4 X,) - ;, j S ( ~( ~ + q0 )) ( ( ~) 
2 
- ( ~) • ) dr . 
Substitute -8-y = 4x -y - ~8b into the previous equation to find 
( 4.136) 
(4.137) 
The last line of equation 135 becomes 
( 4.138) 
where instead of our general expression for 
( .)2 (")" 2N ~ - ~ = ~ ?;. E,o(l+ w,) - K , ( 4.139) 
we have, in the particular case of radiation and dust, 
52 ( 4 ) 2 Ebo + 3 E-yo - K 
( 4.140) 
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and so finally we obtain 
1 6lf.y Xb 3lf.y · 4 R{ .
· + (k 2 - 3I<) fe kS2 - 2(k2 - 3I<)S3 [ s (7rL-y + 4x"Y - 38b) 
-j S(<, + ~,, - 5,) (( ~) 
2 
- ( ~ n dr] } 
X ( ~
2 
Q + Qla/JRa R/J) ds , (4.141) 
. which agrees with the temperature variation given in the previous section for a 







The Ellis-Bruni formalism of the 
gauge problem 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we write the covariant and gauge invariant quantities of Ellis and 
Bruni in terms of.the variables used in Sachs and .Wolfe's early paper. The prop-
agation equations are then verified and the two formalisms are shown to agree for 
the simple case of a fiat, K = 0, universe with pressure free dust. To begin with, 
we give the.motivations for the EB approach and then follow their construction of 
gauge invariant quantities; this is followed by the outline of the SW paper with the 
assumptions they make and the explicit form of their metric. 
5.2 Ellis and Bruni 
. In their approach, Ellis and Bruni suggest a scheme that avoids the gauge problem 
of perturbation theory by being fully covariant and gauge invariant. Their paper 
considers density inhomogeneities in an almost FLRW universe and they perform 
their analysis on the hypersurfaces orthogonal to the fluid flow lines. The four -
velocity vector tangent to these lines is 
(5.1) 
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. where T is the proper time along the fluid flow lines.. From this is defined the 
projection tensor into the tangent three-spaces orthogonal to ua: 
(5.2) 
It is only when the fluid vorticity vanishes that a family of three surfaces, every-
where orthogonal to the fluid flow ua, exists. Quantities that vanish in the FLRW 
background are taken to be the gauge invariant variables as follows from the Stewart 
and Walker lemma [17] at the top of pp. 4 of the introduction. Several well known 




• a b 
aa =U = Ua;bU , (5.5) 
. which we will consider in more detail here, 
(2) The electric and magnetic parts Eab, Hab of the Weyl tensor Cabcd and, 
(3) the matter tensor components: 
and 7r ab · (5.6) 
The projected covariant derivative operator orthogonal to ua, 3 '\7 a, is obtained 
by totally projecting the 4-dimensional covariant derivative operator. From the 
momentum equation we see that it determines the fluid acceleration 
(µ + p)aa + (3)'\7 aP = 0 (5.7) 
where the pressure p and the energy density µ are related by a barotropic equation 
of state 
p=p(µ) P[,aµ,c] = 0 (5.8) 
·To include zero order quantities such as the energy density µ, the pressure p, and 
the fluid expansion () the following gauge invariant quantities are constructed from 
them 
Ya= Kh~P,b, (5.9) 
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Two other gauge invariant quantities that are important in the general theory but 
for our pressure free case will not be relevant, are the divergence of the acceleration 
and its spatial gradient 
• c 
A=U ;c, (5.10) 
We first discuss the spatial projection of the energy density gradient which in this 
theory describes density inhomogeneities. The quantity defined by 
(5.11) 
not only vanishes in the background and is covariantly defined, but is observable by 
virial theorem estimates. From this., the fractional density gradient is defined 
Xa = Xa = h~ (µ,a) ' 
Kµ µ . (5.12) 
which allows the comparison of the density gradient with the existing density and 
is also gauge invariant. This is superceded though, by a quantity that allows one 
to consider density variations at a fixed comoving scale and we come to the final 





where S( r) is the scale factor. 'Da gives the relative growth of energy density pertur-
bations in neighbouring comoving volumes and is closely related to the other vectors 
Ya and Za. 
With the help of the energy- and momentum-conservation equations EB find propa-
gation equations for the acceleration, the spatial gradient of the energy density and 
the expansion. 
h:cu,i- =ir. 6 (:: -D +h: G: 6) .. -.uoew: + ":) , (5.15) 
s-4 h~(S4Xa)· = -K(µ + p)Zc - (w~ + a~)Xa, (5.16) 
and 
S-'3h~(S3 Zar =Uc n + h~(-~Xa - 2(a2),a + 2(w2 ),a + Aa) - Zb(a~ + w~) , (.5.17) 
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where 
-n 1 2 2 2 /'\, = -30 - 20' + 2w +A+ Kµ +A. (5.18) 
The propagation equation for 'Da is 
h~(T>a)· = ;ovc - ( 1 +;) Za - 'Da(w~ + o-~) , (5.19) 
where Za = 5 Za , or equivalently, Za = 5 (3)Va{} . 
For the perfect fluid assumption these are exact propagation equations and the next 
step is to linearize them about an almost FLRW universe. The basic perturbation 
equations are 
'DJ.a h~(T>c)· =;ova - (; + 1) Za 
wOT>a - (1 + w)Za , 
a • _ 2 1 3k 
hc(Za) - -30Zc - 2,Kµ'Dc + 5( 82 aa +Ac) · 
(See below for the definition of k.) 
From the 3-curvature scalar in the tangent space 
(
3)R = 2(-!02 + u 2 -w2 + Kµ +A), 
3 
a gauge-invariant and covariant quantity related to 'Da and Za is defined: 







where the covariant derivatives (implied by the overdot) may all be taken in the 
background spacetime, and 
(
3
) R = 6k I 52 ' k= 0. (5.25) 
To end off this introduction to the EB variables, we give the equation for the dy-
namics of the basic variable 'Da which is the analogue of Bardeen's equation ( 4.9) 
for his gauge-invariant energy density perturbation fm • 
(5.26) 
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where the coefficients 
A(t) 
2 . 
( 3 - 2w + C~)O , (5.27) 
B(t) 1 3 2 2 2 12k (2 + 4w - 2w - 3C5)Kµ +(Cs - w) 82 
+(5w - 3C~)A, (5.28) 
are determined in the background model. 
5.3 Sachs and Wolfe 
Sachs and Wolfe assume t"hat the curvature constant K is zero and the universe is 
filled with a non-interacting dust with pressure p = 0, othewise with radiation with 
p = ~P· The units are c = 87rG = 1 as in the earlier part of this work, and as before 
the Latin indices run from 0 to 3, Greek indices from 1 to 3, the signature of the 
metric is taken as ( + 1, -1, -1, -1) , and the Minkowski metric is written as 
'Tlab = diagonal(+l,-1,-1,-1) = 'Tlab. (5'.29) 
In the unperturbed universe the Einstein field equations for a perfect fluid with 
energy density p, pressure p and average world velocity ua are 
(5.30) 
and for this case the form of the metric for the Friedmann-Tolman models with 
K = 0 is written 
(5.31) 
Let HR be the Hubble parameter now, and then for p = 0 the scale factor a(77), the 
density p and the cosmological proper time t are 
p=O 
The perturbed metric is 
3H2 R p=--, 
176 
2- 2 -




where Hab = a2 Hab is the first order perturbation to the metric and the coordinates 
xJJ are comoving coordinates where 
fioo = o. (5.34) 
The allowed gauge transformations are now 
(5.35) 
where ~a is small in the same sense that Hab is. The first order vectors and tensors 
are raised and lowered with the Minkowski metric T/ab, T/ab and from the Einstein 
equations, SW find 
fioo - o (5.36) 
(5.37) 
A,a.6 TJ 2 +7 + T/a,6B - 10 B,a,6 , (5.38) 
where A(xa), B(xa) and Ca(xa) are dependant on the space coordinate only, and 
Da,6( xa, TJ) is dependant on space and time coordinates. We have the properties: 
(5.39) 
and 
na =0 a (5.40) 
The products of A, B, Ca and Da,6 are second order and so neglected. The projec-
tion tensor into the three spaces orthogonal to the fluid fl.ow (the rest space of the 
fundamental observer) is written as 
(5.41) 
where the four velocity of the fluid fl.ow ua satisfies uaua = 1. In the comoving 
frame ua = (a-1 ,0,0,0). 
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5.4 Verification of the EB Covariant Propagation equa-
tions in the SW variables 
The derivations begin with the comoving fractional density gradient orthogonal to 
the fluid flow 
v. _ s c;·µ) 
s((hb:a)µ) (5.42) 
where we first find the projection tensor in terms of the perturbed SW metric, 
ha b a U, ua ha + Ha bg -9b - b = b b - -gbOa a 
Ho 
0 
2 fl, -2 c0 R oo O a oca 'TJ = oo'T} = 
Ha 
0 Hoc'T/ca = -8µa Hµo = 8µa2'V
2Cµ/TJ 2 
Ho - Hac'T/cO = -2'V2Ca/TJ2 a 
Ha 
/3 - H13c'T}ca = _pa H13'Y 
Now we substitute for µ. 
µ 














For the time coordinate we get 
'Do = sµ,o - µ,0(1100) + 1!8µ,a 
µ 
0 (5.50) 
to the first order. The space components, as we shall see, are a linear combination 
of the gradient of the spatial Laplacian of A and B divided by suitable powers of 
the time coordinate 17· We have 
where 








s (-2\72C I 2) (3HM-6) Hk\72 (6A(-9) - 3B(-4))) 
OIT/ 1 + 0 10 5 s T/ T/ T/ 
-;- 3Hk (l + \72 (6A _ 3B 172)) 




9 (l _ \72 (6A _ 3B172)) 
- S 3H'Ji/176 12 T/3 5 
_ S12\72COI 
T/3 
to first order, and so to return to 'DOI we find 
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(5.53) 
= S \72 (6A,a _ 3B,a112 ) 
12 173 5 
(5.54) 
Another important EB quantity is the comoving expansion gradient orthogonal to 
the fluid flow Za. This is defined as 
(5.55) 
where the volume expansion () is defined as 
I rQ ra 
a 00 Oa --+-+-· - . 
a2 a a 
(5.56) 
The Christoffel symbols are listed as follows. 
I 
ro - ~ oo-
a 
(5.57) 
to zero order, and vanishes to first order and where we have written a,0 = ~~ as a'. 
We also have 
ra _ 3a' + \72 (3A + 217B) (5.58) 
Oa - a 2 174 10 ' 
and so we find () to be 
I '/ '/ I)=-~+ .a a+ 3a a 
a2 a 
(5.59) 
to zero order, and in full it is written as 
() = 3 ~ ~ (2-\72 A .!]_ \72 B) 
a2 + a 2174 · + 10 (5.60) 
Before we continue with the calculation of Za, we discuss the difference between 
the different scale factors used in the two theories that are being compared here 
and understand that they can be interchanged so long as one takes care which time 
coordinate is being used when determining the volume expansion. 
The representative length scale along the fluid flow lines in the different formulations 
of SW and EB, respectively a and S, when taken to be equal, give the same value 
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a' da _1 and, - =-a 
a dTJ 
dt 6Tj 2 
dTJ = 3HR 
1 
a 
dS dS dTJ da dTJ a' 







S - a2 ' (5.66) 
and so from now on we will differentiate only with the T/ time coordinate used in the 
SW paper. 
We continue with the evaluation of Za in terms of the SW variables. 
- S (6! + H! - hg (TJao +Hao)) O,b 
- S (O,a + H!Ob - O,o (T/ao +Hao)) (5.67) 
For the time component of this vector, 
Zo - S (O,o + HgO,b - O,o) = SHgO,b 
0' (5.68) 
we find that as in the case of Va, it vanishes to first order. 
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The space components turn out to be 
S (-2'V2C0 /q2B,o - (-2\l2C0 /q2 ) B,o + B,a) 
S \7
2 
(A,a(3) + qB,a) 
a 2q4 10 
where we have used H~B,{3 = 0 to first order. 
(5.69) 
We now have expressions for the comoving expansion and fractional density gradients 
and can verify their propagation equations. The propagation of Va is written 
(5.70) 
and so for the particular case of the time coordinate we have 
(5.71) 
as V 0 vanishes and the Christoffel symbol r~ is at least first order. For the space 
components, a= a, we have 
6 1 1 
Va= -f ~0Vs- +'Dao-. ~ a ' a (5.72) 
The Christoff el symbols are 
I 
s sa 
rao = 8a-' a 
(5. 73) 
and this, put into the propagation equation, gives 
(5.74) 









h~ (Ve)· - ~ ( Va,o - ~Va) 
! (s \72 (6A,a _ 3Ba) S\72 (6A,a(-3) _ 3B,a277) 
a ,o 12 773 5 + 12 774 · 5 
-~ (s \72 (6A,a _ 3B,a772))) 
77 12 773 5 
~ ( S,o ~; (6:t _ 3B;17
2
) + S ~; (- 5.~~,a)) (5.76) 
If we now take S =a and So= 1a we have 
• Tl 
h~ (Ve)' = ! (2a\72 (6A,a _ 3B,a17) +a \72 (- 5.6A,a)) 
a 12 77 4 5 12 77 4 
\7
2 
(- 3.6A,a _ 6B,a17) 
12 77 4 5 
(5.77) 
as required. 
The same process for Za now follows. 
For the time component, we have 
(5. 79) 
since, if c = 0 then hg = 0 and Zo = 0, and if c = f3 then hg is first order as is Zf3. 
For the space components the equations yield 
he (Z )' = Za,o - fb zb = ! (z - rfJ z ) a e aO 0t ,0 aO f3 a a a 
(5.80) 
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which we would now like to show equal to 
2 1 
- -OZ - -K,µV 3 c 2 c (5.81) 
where ,.., = 1. We have 
2 1 
--OZ - -1'\,µV 3 c 2 c 
13Hk 5\12 (6A,a 3B,aT/) ------ -- - --
2 TJ6 12 TJ3 5 
_ _! (v2 A (~) v2 B ±-) a ,a T/5 + ,a 10 
1 6 \72 (6A,a 3B,aT/) ---- -----
a TJ 2 12 TJ3 · 5 
_! (v2 A,a9 \72 B,a) 
a TJ 5 + 10 ' (5.82) 
as required. 
The next gauge invariant EB quantity Ca, is the spatial variation of the three-
curvature scalar (3) R in the tangent space. 
(5.83) 
(3) R (5.84) 
To linear order we obtain 
(5.85) 
as we will demonstrate. 
53 h~ ( (3) R) ,b 
1 
5h~2(-30
2 + u2 - w2 + ,..,µ + A),b 
2 b 
- 52(-300,b + 2uu,b - 2ww,b + Kµ,b)ha (5.86) 
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The (j and w terms are both second order and so 
4 2 2 
Ca= -3BZaS + 2KµVaS . (5.87) 
It is possible to verify the propagation equation for Ca, 
(5.88) 
by simply making use of our knowledge of the quantities Va and Za, their propaga-
tion in the case of zero pressure, and the quantities k, aa and Aa, which are defined 
as 
<3> R - 6k / s2 , k= 0 
Ua 
and, 
We make use of the general relation 
K(µ + p) Ua + (J)Y'aP = 0, 
where for pressure free matter we have 
U a= 0, 












where, in the last equation the cosmological constant A is neglected. The propaga-
tion equation for Ca is now 
(5.97) 
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As the propagation equations for Za and 'Da have already been verified we find 
that Ca, which is defined in terms of the first two physical quantities, will have its 
propagation equation satisfied as well when translated into the SW variables. We 
need to show that the acceleration aa vanishes to complete this case. 
aa - Ua= Ua;cUc 
(Ub9ba);cUc = (9oa) uc a ;c 
- (9oa) uc - r~c (9od)uc a ,c a 
(9oa) a-1 - rd (9od) a ,0 - aO a2 (5.98) 
For the time component of the acceleration we obtain 
I 
ao = ~ - rd (9od) 
a 00 a 2 
,-
~ - ro (goo) - ra (9oa) 
a 00 a2 00 a 2 
_ a-1 (a' -a' -r~ (9:a)) (5.99) 
The Christoffel symbol is first order, and so we have 
ao = 0. (5.100) 





= _ (2'1Ca 277
2
) !__rs (9os) _ ro (9oo) 
aOI 2 H 0tO 2 - 0tO 2 ' 77 R ,o a a a 
I 
s a s r OIO = -SOI , 
a 
ll0t = 0, 
And so we have shown that 







which implies that 
Aa = 0, (5.106) 
and the above propagation equation for Ca is satisfied. 
The vorticity and shear for the SW formalism are now calculated. The vorticity is 
defined as 
(5.107) 
An expression for Ue;d is obtained first: 
U (ua ) (Yoe) I'~dYoa e·d = Yae ·d = - - ' 
' ' a ,d a 
(5.108) 





( Ca,-y - C-y,a) 
'f/ 
4\72 
= -H(Ca,-y - C-y,cr). (5.109) 
For the {0,0} term, i.e. c, d = 0, the vorticity vanishes, and since (Yoe/a) is depen-
dant only on the time coordinate when c = 0, and dependant only on the spatial 
coordinates when c !- 0, we see that 
Wero = Wocr = 0 , (5.110) 
and so we are left with 
(5.111) 
For the shear we have the equation 
(5.112) 
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where we have already calculated the volume expansion () and so only need the first 
term on the right hand side which is 
Bab= ~(8~ - UcUa)(8t - UdUb)(Uc;d + Ud;c) , 
We begin by finding -
r~d9oa ~ ro ra (-2V'2Ca) 
---a cd+a cd 2 • a q 








a' V'2 1 - , a' -









where 3 r~,, is the Riemann tensor for Euclidean three-space and so r~,, vanishes to 
zero order. This is all that concerns us as we will not need its first order contribution. 
This gives the following relations: 
We return to Oab· 
I 
a 
()ab ~ (2U(a;b) - 8~UdUb(Uc;d + Ud;c) 




1 ( 9ob 2 2U(a;b) - -;;;(Ua;O + Uo;a) 
9oa (U. ) 9ao9b0 ( )) 
- - 2 o;b + Ub;o + --4 - 2Uo;o a a (5.123) 
This gives a vanishing time-time component Boo= 0, and the time-space component 
is also zero as we now show 
1 ( 2goa 2gao9oo ) 
Bao = 2 (Ua;O + Uo;a) - (Ua;O + Uo;a) - 7Uo;o + a4 Uo;o 
- 0. (5.124) 
The space-space component is a zero order quantity as the first order terms in its 
expression vanish. 
9µ• = ~ ( 2U(µw) - ~; (Umo + Uo;µ) - ~; (Uow + U.;o) + 29::"" Uo;o) (5.125) 




(uµ,11 + U11,µ - 2(af~11 + f~11 Ua) - (-~f~0 ) 90; - (-~rgJ 90;) .. (5.126) a a a a 
We use the Christoffel symbols above and the fact that 9oa is first order to obtain 
1 ( 4\7
2 
I I - - I 4\72 ) 
Bµ11 = 2 - Hn (Cµ,11 + C11,µ) + 2a T/µ11 + 2a Hµ11 + aHµ 11 + Hn (Cµ,11 + C11,µ) 
I I - 1 - / 
a T/µ 11 +a Hµ11 + 2aHµ 11 . (5.127) 
The evaluation of the shear tensor follows, but we first calculate the projection 
tensor in the three-spaces orthogonal to the fluid flow, 
(5~128) 
For the particular time-space component of this metric we have 
hao - 9ao - UaUo 
9ao - 9ao- -a 
a 
- 0 ' (5.129) 
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and the time-time component also vanishes 
hoo 900 - UoUo 
a2 - a2. (5.130) 
The shear tensor is defined as 
(5.131) 
where 
, , - a (3'\7
2 
A TJ 2 ) 
a T/µ 11 +a Hµ11 + 3 2;j4 + 
10 
'\7 B T/µ11 , (5.132). 
and so we obtain 
(5.133) 
(5.134) 
Now that we have found these physical quantities, we apply the gauge that Sachs 
and Wolfe use which takes the algebraic form 
A=O Dµ 11 = 0. (5.135) 
This simplifies the equations considerably and we can rewrite the physical quantities 
of EB in terms of the SW variable B. 
Za 







0 a' 1 ( T/ 2 ) (5.138) - 3- + - --'\7 B 






B ) - lOHR B,µ.11 + -3-11µ.11 (5.139) 
2v2 . 
(5.140) Wµ.11 -H(Cµ.,11 - C11,µ.) = o 
R . 
1 'V2B 2'Da 
Zl.a •°' (5.141) ---
a 10 a2772 
'DJ.a 
'\12 B,a77 2Da 






Cl.a 0. (5.144) 
5.5 Sachs-Wolfe gauge 
The Sachs-Wolfe gauge is now expressed in terms of Bardeen's variables. To do 
this the perturbed metrics are equated as well as the perturbations in the energy 
momentum tensor. For the SW formalism 
sag= -Sp SG~ = 0 (5.145) 
and for Bardeen 
T.o 
0 -Eo(r)[l +SQ] r; = -(Eo + Po)vQa T~ = (Eo + Po)(v - B)Qa 
(5.146) ya {J 
which leads to the conclusion that 
- Sp= -Eo(r)SQ v = 0. (5.147) 
We proceed with the metric perturbations and list them for the two formalisms. 
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The Bardeen metric for the different perturbations - scalar, vector and tensor, are: 
Scalar 
900 -52(1+2AQ) (5.148) 
9oa - -52BQa (5.149) 
9a(3 - 5 2{[1+2HLQ] 39af3 + 2HrQaf3} · (5.150) 
Vector 
9oa - _52 B(1)Q(1) a (5.151) 
9af3 5
2 [ 3 9af3 + 2H(l) rQ(l) af3] ; (5.152) 
where we have the divergenceless part of the vector field proportional to a vector 
harmonic Q(l)a which is a solution of the vector Helmholtz equation -
and the tensor quantity 
Q(l)af3 = _ 
2
1k ( Q(l)alf3 + Q(l)f31a) , 
where Q(l)a a = 0 and Q(l) af3 = Q(1) f3a • 
Tensor 
5 2[3 2H(2)Q(2) ] 9a(3 = 9a/3 + T a/3 ' 
where 




Q(2)"Y - -k2Q(2) a{3"Y - a(3 · 
(5.156) 
The Sachs-Wolfe metric is written as a combination of all three types of perturba-
tions 










Implicit in the SW metric is the condition that Bardeen's scalar quantity A vanishes, 
as we see from the 900 component of the perturbed metric. 
We suggest the association 
!~ (!n ) - 2H(2)Q(2) a µ11 - T µ11 , 1/ 1/ 1/ (5.162) 




which, if we use the fact that 
cµ = cµ. = o Iµ ,µ and, Q(l)a = 0 (X ' (5.165) 
then Bardeen's quantity B must be zero. Finally, the same process for scalar per-
turbations gives 
(5.166) 
In the last equation we take the SW quantity A to. be zero as they demand in their 









and so, as Bis a constant in time, we find that 2HL +~HT is a constant which leads 
to the relations 
and 








This agrees with the equation that Panek found for the SW effect in the case of pres-
sure free matter in a flat universe, where we take the SW quantity B as proportional 
to the Bardeen quantity Q: 
8TI 2€bE 0 T R = k27E2 [rR(R Q,a)R - TE(R°Q,a)E - QE] , (5.174) 
since the equivalent expression in the SW paper is 
(5.175) 
where the vector efl represents to zero order the spatial direction of the light signal 
as seen by the observer moving with the fluid. The zero order tangent 0 ka is given 
by 
ok'-' = (ef3, -1), (5.176) 
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with e/3e13 = -1. Panek also considers the term BR to be irrelevant as it is indepen-
dent of direction and so we obtain the SW result by equating the metrics of the two 
formalisms. If we continue and as SW do, take Cµ = 0, then we have B(l) = 0 from 
equation. 164 above. Finally, for the Bardeen quantities we have A = B = v = 0, 
and this gives: The Synchronous gauge: A = B = 0 , the Comoving proper time 
gauge A= v = 0 which leaves the gauge freedom L = f3 , and the Comoving Time 
·Orthogonal gauge v = B = 0 which has the gauge freedom L = (3, where f3 is an 
arbitrary constant. The Synchronous gauge is a full gauge specification and so there 
are no gauge ambiguities left after assuming the associations made between the SW 
and Bardeen formalisms. 
5.6 The redshift written in the EB variables 
We continue by showing that Panek's equation (25), 
TR 1 (kiUbi)R 
r E - 1 + z - ( ki ubi) E ' (5.177) 
can be written in terms of the EB formalism. This equation gives the ratio of 
the temperature of the radiation at emission to that observed at reception and we 
show that when we write it in the EB variables and substitute for the quantities of 
Bardeen, we are fully in agreement with the form given by Panek for the redshift. 
The appendix lists the Christoff el symols used here as· well as the null vector tangent 




where in the numerator of the second equality the fact that a baryonic fluid is being 
dealt with has not been emphasised and the summation is now taken over the letters 





Each of these terms is now evaluated in turn. From Bardeen's equation (3.12) we 
have 
Uabkakb = 8(H~) -kv~O))Qa13k0tk/3 
G~ )' S(if~) -kvl"l)Q.pR:' ft (5.182) 
kakbd)i Uab ds (5.183) 
For the second term of equation 180 we find 
and (5.184) 
which gives 




;a a • (5.185) 
For the volume expansion we have 
Ua Ua fa Ub 3 S 3AQ S 1 Qat 3 H L Q ;a = ,a + ba = 52 - 52 + 5 Va la + -S ' (5.186) 
and the component of the null vector tangent to the geodesic in the direction of the 
fluid flow is given by 
which yields 
~()h ka kb d)i 
3 ab ds 
5k [ S · S Qfa MS - -+HLQ+AQ-+v --2 -8 2 8 8 a 3 8 
- ~(B - v,)Q.R:'] . 





[f~Uok0U0 + f~UaU0k0 + f~0 Uok0U0 --..-- '-..-' 
(5) (6) (7) 
+ f~0UoU0 k0 + f~/3UoU/3 k0 + f'(J0 Uak/3U0 
~
(8) (9) (10) 




If we consider terms up to first order and discard those of higher order, we find 
( . . . . ) u, uoko 0 s s s . s (5.191) - v --+-M--AQ-AQ+-AQ 0,0 s s s s 
U k0 U0 a,O - 0v~Q0R0 (va - B) - 0vQaR0 (va - B) (5.192) 
(3) (4) = 0 (5.193) 
f~Uok0U0 - • (s s . ) - v S - 8 M+_A Q (5.194) 
(6) - 0 (5.195) 
ro u, kauo aO 0 - - 0v ( Ak+ ~B) Q0 R" (5.196) 
r0 u, U/3ka a() 0 - OVVa ~QaR° (5.197) 
f'(J0U0 k/3U
0 - - 0v~(va - B)Q0 Rcx (5.198) 
(8) - (9) = (10) = 0 ' (5.199) 
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where we have used Ubkb to zero order only and the fact that °vS = S'k,/ S. This is 
now all put together to find the redshift: 
z = LR {(2) + (3) + (4)} ds 
+ ~ [1 + AQ - 2M - (B - vb)QaRa] + (B - vb)QaRa 
+AkQ0~+ HL Q + ~"Qk} ds. {5.202) 
We have just found a form for the redshift in the EB framework in terms of the 
Bardeen variables and will now show that it agrees with the standard Panek version 
of the redshift, in particular we will now show that 
(5.203) 
by differentiating kiUbi directly. Beginning with 
d ( ki ubi) d).. d [ 0 ( ) a )] S2 





d(kiU1n) d>..d _ 
d>.. ds 8 -
{ 
0v(l - M)(- S 0v)(-1 + M - AQ + (B - Vb)QaRa) 
+ 0vS( 0vM" - 0v A Q - AQ,a(- 0vRa) + 0v(B - vb)Qa Ra) 
+(B - vb)Q~(- 0vRf3)Ra + (B - vb)Qa Ra,f3(- 0vRf3)} :~ ds 
{ 
0 2 • 
- - ll S(-1+2M-AQ+(B-vb)QaRa)+ 
0
v
2S [A Q + 2kAQaRa + ~BQ+ HL Q +(Hr -kB)Qa/3~ R/3-
A Q - kAQaRa + (B - vb)Qa~ - (B - vb) (-~Qla/3Ra R/3) l} :~ ds 
- °vS { ~(l + AQ- 2M - (B - v.)Q,R") + kAQ0 R" + ~BQ 
+ HL Q + (B - vb)QaRa +(Hr -kB))Qaf3~ Rf3 
+~(B - Vb) ( k2Qa/3 - ~
2 
39a/3Q) ~ Rf3} ds 
(5.206) 
And so we see that equation 204 obtained by the direct method is in agreement with 
the expression found earlier for the redshift (equation 199) where the cosmological 
quantities of EB were used. This suggests that it is possible to write an equation 
for the SW effect in terms of the EB variables and this has been accomplished by 
Peter Dunsby and Heinz Russ (1993). 
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APPENDIX. 
ro - s+AQ (5.207) 00 s 
rga - -kAQa - ~BQ{J 39a{J (5.208) 
r~{J - -kBQa/3 + ~B 39a{JQ + ~ ((1+2HLQ) 3gafJ] 
s 3 . 3 . 
-2 SAQ 9afJ+ HL Q 9afJ+ Hr QafJ (5.209) 
. . 
ra - S BQa _ 2S 3ga{JBQ{J- .iJ 3ga{JQ{J _ kA 3ga{JQ{J (5.210) 00 s s 
rg{J - S ba ba · Q Q 3 a-y H S fJ+ fJHL + {J-y g T (5.211) 
r~-r - 3r~-r + ~BQ~-r - kHLbpQ-r - kHLQfJb~ 
-kHLQo 3g05 3gfJ-r +Hr 3g05 [QfJob + Q-rolfJ - QfJ-rlo] (5.212) 
ka - -Sk (Ra+ BQa + (1+2HLQ)Ra + 2HrQaf3RfJ 
_ tpa / ov) (5.213) 
ko - -Sk (1+2AQ - M - BQ0 :R_Ct) (5.214) 
ov S'k (5.215) - s2 
uo 1 (5.216) - -(1- AQ) a s 
Uao - -S(l + AQ) (5.217) 
ua 1 Qa (5.218) a - SVa 




The first task of this work was to make sure that all the equations in Panek's paper 
were correct and extend his simple example to more general cases. Here we found 
that the obscure definition for the background temperature of the reception event, 
TRo, in his expression for the temperature perturbation as seen by the observer is 
somewhat arbitrary, and so it is changed for a simpler form which allows one to 
give a simple expression for the gauge invariant difference between the temperatures 
measured in two different directions in the sky. We found that we were able to give 
an expression for this quantity using Panek's definition, 6:J IR· It is this quantity, 
!:l.ABTR, defined in equation (4.25), that would be a comparison to the COBE data 
which are the differences in temperature taken from different directions in the sky. 
The new work presented here also includes extensions to the form given for the 
temperature variation found by Sachs and Wolfe for a flat universe with dust, to 
the case of dust and radiation mixing with N other types of matter in a non-flat 
universe with non-adiabatic perturbations to the energy density. This will be used 
further in the study of low-density (K = -1) universes with the goal of finding a 
relation between °:; 'Rand the density parameter n. For this we need to have the 
equation that expresses the temperature anisotropy in the CMBR explicitly in terms 
of the density parameter n, the exact positioning of the last scattering surface, and 
the energy content of the universe made up of the two baryon and photon fluids as 
well as two dark matter· components. 
In the second part of the thesis it was shown that the covariant and gauge invariant 
equations in the formalism of Ellis and Bruni do indeed agree with Sachs and Wolfe 
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. for the case of a]{= 0 universe filled with dust. All of the gauge invariant, covariant 
quantities of the Ellis-Bruni formalism and their propagation equations were found 
to be satisfied and written in terms of the Sachs-Wolfe variable, B, which is the only 
metric perturbation left after they completely specify their gauge. 
The metrics and energy momentum tensors of Bardeen, and Sachs and Wolfe are 
equated, and it is found that Panek's agreement with the form found by Sachs and 
Wolfe for their temperature variation across the sky, is confirmed. The gauge Sachs 
and Wolfe use is also found in terms of the Bardeen variables and, on the assumption 
that the two theories are in agreement, the Sachs-Wolfe gauge is completely specified.· 
An obvious task is now to write the perturbed temperature variation in the Ellis-
Bruni formulation. We perform the first step in this process by showing that the 
perturbed redshift in the form given by Panek is indeed in agreement with that given 
by EB and so the entire subject can now be written in their more geometric variables 
which has recently been completed by Heinz Russ, Michel Soffel, Chongming Xu and 
Peter Dunsby, and accepted for publication in Phys. Rev. D, to appear in 1993 under 
the title: A Covariant and Gauge-Invariant Formulation of the Sach Wolfe Effect. 
The work in the first part of this thesis will be appearing in Phys. Rev. D, {1993) 
under the authorship of G.F.R. Ellis, C. Xu, W.R. Stoeger and M.P. Katz. 
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